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MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS AND THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT: Haiti-Country Assistance Evaluation

This Country Assistance Evaluation covers the last fifteen years, a tumultuous period in Haiti.
Since the overthrow of the Duvalier regime in 1986, the extraordinary instability of earlier years has
continued, with thirteen governments and two periods during which most donor activities, including
Bank lending, ceased altogether. Haiti's social and economic indicators are comparable to those of the
poorest countries in the world. Roughly two-thirds of the population live in poverty, half of adults are
illiterate, and health services are inadequate to address high infant and maternal mortality and major
public health crises, including TB, HIV/AIDS, and, most recently, polio epidemics. Real per capita GDP
fell at a rate of 2 percent p.a. during the 1980s and 2.5 percent p.a. during the 1990s.

The continuous low intensity conflict and political crisis, with peaks of violence, led to Haiti's
classification by the Bank as a post-conflict country. Poor governance and political instability are the
major impediments to sustainable development, along with weak public sector capacity and
accountability, followed by low levels of education, badly deteriorated infrastructure, a paucity of arable
land relative to the population, and a devastated environment.

The Bank, in collaboration with other donors, has tried to tackle these challenges through
emergency projects to support economic recovery, stabilization, public sector reform, privatization, and
emergency social programs, as well as investments in infrastructure and a few projects in environment,
education and health. While the Bank's objectives were consistent with Haiti's major economic
problems, their relevance was limited by their failure to give highest priority to resolving the political and
governance problems that undermined economic development. Recent economic and sector work, most
notably the 1998 poverty report, has been of good quality, but its impact has been limited by the
unresolved political situation. New lending has been blocked since 1997 by the absence of a functioning
parliament. The few remaining projects under implementation have been cancelled.

Projects in Haiti have unusually low outcome ratings, along with very limited institutional
development impact and sustainability. Other than for emergency fast-disbursing projects, positive
results tend to be found in project components that bypass traditional channels, using NGOs or
autonomous agencies to distribute services and funds. Since 1994, the Bank has led aid coordination,
which is remarkable for its intensity, including collaborative economic and sector work, but which has a
mixed record on the ground, where inadequate division of labor, multiple conditions and complex
processes, have overwhelmed weak institutions.

The efficacy of the Bank's program has been negligible, and its efficiency, low. Other than the
reform of trade policy and macroeconomic management in the late 1980s and early 1990s, lending has
had little impact. Emergency projects were rated satisfactory, but had limited objectives and no longer
term relevance. Despite four Bank education projects (a fifth was cancelled), as well as sizable
contributions from other donors, Haiti has enrollment and literacy rates that are among the lowest in the



world. Private schools, many of dismal quality, account for 80 percent of enrollment. The single health
project had some success in treating TB, but accomplished little in primary health care or treatment of
HIV/AIDS. Agricultural and environmental projects have failed to stem the decline of agriculture and
the deterioration of the environment. And despite nine Bank projects, and assistance from other donors,
deterioration of infrastructure has reached critical levels. As is the case in many other small and poorly
performing countries, the cost per US$1,000 of net commitment for satisfactory/non-risky projects is
high: US$33 in Haiti, compared to US$10 for the LCR Region and US$16 Bank-wide.

The development impact of Bank assistance to Haiti since 1986 has been severely limited. The
critical constraints to development-governance and public sector capacity and accountability-have not
diminished, nor have any sectors registered substantial improvements. Based on both its impact and the
ratings of its individual components, the outcome of the assistance program is rated unsatisfactory (if not
highly so), the institutional development impact, negligible, and the sustainability of the few benefits that
have accrued, unlikely. The Bank and other donors erred by offering traditional assistance programs
without identifying the fundamental governance and political barriers to development, and by
overwhelming the fragile absorptive capacity. Bank performance has, however, improved in recent years
through increasingly realistic assessments of Haiti's problems.

The international community has established three conditions for re-engagement in Haiti: a
resolution to the political crisis, macroeconomic stability, and a commitment by the government to
undertake critical sectoral reforms. These conditions have not been met. Even once they are met, the
Bank should approach any re-engagement in Haiti with extreme caution. The means of re-engagement
should be presented in a Transitional Support Strategy paper, with highest priority on the reform of
governance and institutions. An Institutional and Governance Review could be undertaken to analyze the
institutional constraints to reform, with particular attention to the political economy factors which have
made it difficult in the past to change the status quo. Re-engagement could be initiated through the use
of Post-Conflict grants to reestablish a dialogue with the government and with civil society. Any lending
should be directed toward piloting activities that could contribute to institution building, possibly through
the use of LELs. Finally, any move toward re-engagement should proceed in close coordination with
other donors at all levels: agreement on objectives, determination of responsibilities in line with
comparative advantage, and establishment of consistent operational procedures.
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Preface

This Country Assistance Evaluation (CAE) examines Bank assistance to Haiti.' It
focuses on the fifteen years since the overthrow of the Duvalier regime in early 1986, but
draws on material from earlier experience when relevant to establish patterns and trends.

The CAE is a countrywide evaluation that concentrates on the relevance, efficacy,
efficiency, sustainability and institutional development impact of the Bank's program of
assistance. The CAE is issues-oriented, is geared toward current decision-making, and is
selective as to time span and issues covered; the focus is on issues which are important
today. Section 1 describes social, political and economic developments in Haiti, as well
as the major challenges to development. Section 2 evaluates Bank assistance from the
bottom up by assessing the Bank's products and services: strategic and pplicy advice,
economic and sector work, lending, and resource mobilization and aid cdordination.
Section 3 evaluates the Bank's development impact. Section 4 discusses the attribution
of the development results to the Bank, the country and other partners, as well as to
exogenous influences. Section 5 presents lessons and recommendations. Good practice
in Bank assistance is highlighted in Box 5.1.

The CAE is based on Bank strategy and lending documents, economic and sector
reports (both formal and informal), and Project/Implementation Completion Reports;
project and general country files; IMF reports; and interviews with staff of the Bank, the
IMF, IFC, and other donors and experts. Annex B lists those interviewed. IFC and
MIGA staff contributed information on their programs in Haiti. In addition, the CAE
draws on OED's 1998 report "The World Bank's Experience with Post-conflict
Reconstruction," which included a desk study of Haiti.

The government provided a constructive and substantive response to an earlier
version of the CAE, including both comments on the text of the report and an alternative
agenda for the future. The comments have been taken into account in this draft of the
report, and the response in its entirety is presented in Attachments 1 (in the original French)
and 2 (the English translation). Attachment 3 contains a brief response from OED. The
response to the CAE from Management is included in the Management Action Record
(Annex C).

The CAE was prepared in parallel with a similar evaluation by the Office of
Evaluation of the Inter-American Development Bank of their program in Haiti. The CAE
benefited from consultations and comments from the IDB task manager, and the two
evaluations generally agree on their analysis. The IDB report will be issued shortly.

1. Haiti is an IDA country, but for simplicity this report refers to "the Bank" in discussing the assistance program.





1. Introduction

Social, Political and Economic Developments

1.1 Haiti, the poorest country in the western hemisphere, has a GNI per capita of
US$480 (2000), and a human development index (HDI) comparable to the poorest
countries in the world.' Social indicators are well below those of comparator countries
(Annex Tables 1 and 2). Roughly two-thirds of Haiti's 7.8 million people live below the
poverty line. Half of adults are illiterate, and less than one quarter of rural children attend
primary school. Infant and maternal mortality rates are among the highest in the world,
and half the population lacks access to health services. Malaria, tuberculosis and
HIV/AIDS are major public health problems. 2 Less than 40 percent of the population has
safe drinking water, and sanitary sewer systems are almost non-existent.

1.2 The national level indicators do not reflect the situation in rural areas where two-
thirds of the population live, 80 percent of them poor. Poverty and demographic
pressure,3 coupled with inefficient farming practices and vulnerability to natural disasters,
combine to make Haiti one of the most environmentally degraded places in the world.
Social programs aimed at reducing poverty by improving basic education, health and
infrastructure are mainly funded by donors and implemented directly by NGOs; these
programs have declined in recent years because of political instability.

1.3 Ever since Haiti gained independence from France in 1804, resources and power
have been monopolized by a small elite, which often used force to control the country.
Corruption and rent seeking are pervasive, and the growing wealth of the minority
contrasts with the growing poverty of the majority. From 1957 to 1971, Haiti was ruled
by Francois Duvalier, who closed the economy and conducted a reign of terror. Jean-
Claude Duvalier succeeded his father and began to open and modernize the economy,
attracting foreign aid; he was overthrown in 1986. After several years of violence and
political unrest, Haiti held its first democratic elections in 1990.

1.4 Jean-Bertrand Aristide, elected president with 70 percent of the vote, took office
in February 1991, but was ousted by a military coup later that year. A United Nations
peacekeeping force intervened and eventually helped President Aristide return in October
1994. Parliamentary and presidential elections were held in 1995, and President Aristide,
constitutionally prohibited from running for reelection, was succeeded by Ren6 Pr6val in
1996. A year later the resignation of the prime minister and the subsequent absence of a

1. The UNDP's human development index (HDI) measures a country's achievement in terms of life expectancy,
educational attainment, and adjusted real income. Haiti scores 0.44 on a scale of 0 to I (UNDP Human Development
Report 2000).

2. The incidence of HIV/AIDS is estimated to be as high as 12 percent for the urban population and 5 percent for rural.

3. Haiti is one of the most densely populated countries of the world with more than 270 inhabitants per square
kilometer. It has the highest population per hectare of arable land in the LAC Region.
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functioning parliament meant Haiti could no longer borrow money, since parliament must
approve new debt. Parliamentary elections were held in 2000 but the method used to
determine winners of legislative seats was contested by national and international
election observers, opposition parties and the international community. Despite the
absence of a provisional electoral council to organize elections and a boycott by the
opposition, presidential elections proceeded in late 2000. Aristide was elected President
and in the spring of 2001 pledged to hold new senate elections and establish a provisional
electoral council that would include opposition and civil society members. Neither the
opposition nor the government has shown much inclination to deal constructively with
the other, and civil society is similarly divided. Political negotiations remain stalled, and
with them the resumption of normalized relations with the international community.

1.5 Haiti's economic performance during the last fifteen years has been weak.
Inappropriate economic policies and internal political conflict were further aggravated by
the military coup in 1991 and the resulting embargoes on most trade and financial
transactions and suspension of all but humanitarian external aid for three years. During
those years, real GDP fell by close to 25 percent, inflation rose, activity in the textile and
export-oriented assembly industries (responsible for over three-quarters of export
earnings and significant employment) virtually ceased, the tax collection and expenditure
control systems broke down, and maintenance of economic and social infrastructure was
all but abandoned (Annex Table 2). Private remittances exceed exports by about one-
third, averaging around 7 percent of GDP since 1994.

1.6 Following the return to constitutional rule in 1994, the government adopted an
Emergency Economic Recovery Plan (EERP), supported by the international community.
Economic performance began to recover, but deteriorated again, particularly on the fiscal
side, in 1996 due to changes in the government and the run-up to the presidential
election. The new administration took steps to improve economic management, but the
political crisis in mid-1997 interrupted once again the implementation of critically needed
reforms, the commitment of external aid, and the recovery of investment and output.
Since then the IMF has had a series of staff-monitored programs (SMPs) to help the
government maintain sound macroeconomic policies and establish a track record that
could permit Fund support once the political crisis is resolved. After having declined by
about 2 percent p.a. in real terms during the 1980s, per capita GNP fell at an average rate
of 2.5 percent p.a. during the 1990s (Annex Table 2). Performance under the SMPs since
October 1999 has been disappointing: the fiscal deficit for the first six months of the most
recent one was over 3 percent of GDP on an annual basis, a level that is well beyond
what Haiti can afford, given the absence of external assistance.4

4. During the 1990s, public revenue averaged under 7 percent of GDP, while external assistance through 1998
amounted to close to 12 percent of GDP (Annex Tables 2, 3). External assistance has fallen sharply since then. IDA's
annual disbursements to Haiti fell from a peak of US$56 million in FY97 to US$4.7 million in FY01, and in the latter
year, IDA had a negative flow of transfers of about US$3.5 million.
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1.7 Haiti has not experienced distinct pre or post-conflict periods, but has suffered
continuous low intensity conflict, with peaks of violence. OED's post-conflict report
noted that the three years following the coup d'6tat in September 1991, while not a civil
war, had the characteristics of a complex emergency, with political, social and economic
collapse. Economic mismanagement and the international embargo led to a dramatic
decline in living standards. Estimates are that at least 300,000 of the 7 million people
were displaced internally (World Bank, OED, 1998). Because of the continuing political
crisis, Haiti is still classified as a post-conflict country. Internal Bank incentives favor
this classification, because it gives access to grant funding windows, and exempts the
country from standard CPIA treatment and corresponding IDA allocations. However,
one can question this classification given the recurrent nature of the instability and its
deep-seated, historical roots.

Challenges to Development

1.8 Poor governance is the greatest impediment to effective development assistance in
Haiti.s Since the overthrow of the Duvalier regime in 1986, Haiti has had thirteen
governments, and two periods during which Bank lending (and most other donor
activities) ceased altogether. The Bank's 1998 Poverty Report noted (more than a decade
after the fall of the Duvalier regime) that "Haiti has never had a tradition of governance
aimed at providing services to the population or creating an environment conducive to
sustainable growth. Instead a small economic elite has supported a 'predatory state' that
makes only negligible investments in human resources and basic infrastructure....
[P]ervasive repression through army, police, and paramilitary groups has created deep-
seated distrust between civil society and the state.... [T]he absence of a culture of
democratic decision making and peaceful consensus building ... has generated tensions...
and hampered Haiti's rehabilitation effort." The report underlined poor governance as a
major determinant of Haiti's high poverty levels.

1.9 A report on governance and social justice in the Caribbean (Dollar, 2000) argued
that Haiti is an "extreme case of a country caught in a vicious circle in which
unemployment, inequality, and poor education feed into lawlessness and violence,
making it difficult for the economy to grow and create jobs, thus perpetuating the
unemployment and inequality." 6 Without fundamental reforms to the political and

5. Public governance can be defined as the way power and authority are exercised in the use, distribution, allocation
and management of public resources. Good governance includes limitations on bureaucratic harassment, the rule of
law and the control of corruption and crime, the provision of sound regulatory structures for the promotion of a
competitive private sector, and strong financial institutions. (Nicholas Stem, "Strategy for Development," Annual
Bank Conference on Development Economics, World Bank, Washington, DC, May 1-2, 2001.) Transparency and
participation are also important. The World Bank first discussed governance issues in Africa in 1985, and although
they were not mainstreamed in the Bank until the 1990s, Haiti is a country where it would have been reasonable to
expect attention to governance by the late 1980s and early 1990s.

6. Research has established the fact that good governance and good social outcomes are mutually reinforcing, as are
poor governance and poor social outcomes. In this study Haiti scored very low on all of the measures of governance-
rule of law, voice and participation, political instability and violence, corruption, and government effectiveness.
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institutional obstacles to progress, no other reforms, however important in their own
right, will work.

1.10 Public sector capacity is also a serious obstacle to aid absorption. Many of the
institutions that existed under the Duvalier regime disappeared during the embargo, and
new ones have yet to emerge. OED's post-conflict report found a total mismatch
between the levels of foreign aid and government capacity. The government was
overwhelmed by the diverse, complex procedures of donors, and combined with the
governance problems noted above, this resulted in slow or nonexistent implementation,
with the exception of emergency projects. The benefits from past investments have not
been sustained due to a long neglect of maintenance-itself a major challenge to
development. The 1996 CAS called for a major reform of Haiti's public sector, needed to
implement reforms in other areas and attain long term growth. But brain drain has
decimated the ranks of both professional and technical skills, and a poorly designed civil
service reform during 1998-1999 led to the loss of many well qualified people.
Decentralization efforts have suffered from the absence of a regulatory framework,
political support from the center and financial support for the decentralized institutions.

1.11 Public financial accountability requires a transparent process by which the public
and its representatives in Parliament hold the government accountable for its spending.
Public Expenditure Reviews a decade apart (PER, World Bank, 1987) found that 17
percent of Treasury outlays went for unidentified recurrent expenditures. A decade later,
another PER reported similar findings (Faria and Moreno-Lopez, 1997). "Current
accounts," outside the normal ex ante and expost control procedures were used for close
to one-fifth of government current expenditures in FY1995/96 (and over 40 percent the
year before); they have since risen to about half. These accounts are justified as a way to
circumvent cumbersome budgetary processes, but it is virtually impossible to identify
their actual use, beneficiaries, or impact. Another issue-highlighted by a government
background paper to the PER (Ministry of Economy and Finance, 1997)-was the large
amount of externally funded investment not recorded or subject to budgetary process, but
executed and monitored directly by donors through NGOs and line ministries. Serious
weaknesses in financial management practices, including poor record keeping,
submission of withdrawal applications for ineligible expenditures, misuse of funds,
missing audits, and non-competitive bidding procedures, have been found in Bank
projects. The Bank's second technical assistance (TA) project, intended to help improve
the quality of public expenditure information, never became effective. The Country
Procurement Assessment Report (draft, 1999) found the virtual absence of a national
procurement system and noted that this made misprocurement likely.

1.12 Haiti also suffers from other, more traditional constraints to its development. A
multi-donor mission in October 1994 concluded that it was highly unlikely that much
economic progress could be achieved without an improvement in educational quality and
access; this finding is still valid. Infrastructure has deteriorated badly due to lack of
maintenance. A paucity of arable land and widespread use of firewood for cooking and
commercial purposes have led to almost complete deforestation. Migration to urban
areas has strained water and sanitation facilities. It is difficult to tackle these problems
effectively, however, without first addressing the pervasive issue of governance
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2. Bank Products and Services

Strategic and Policy Advice

2.1 Following the overthrow of the Duvalier regime, the Bank and other donors
supported the government's Economic Recovery Program, with the objectives of
macroeconomic stabilization and improved resource allocation, through the reform of
taxes, public expenditure, public enterprises, industrial incentives, trade and agricultural
pricing and credit. Lending comprised a US$40 million Economic Recovery Credit
(FY87) and projects in transportation, water supply, power and industrial restructuring.
The strategy for Bank assistance to Haiti in the early 1990s stressed poverty alleviation,
human resource development, infrastructure rehabilitation, and a comprehensive
approach to the environment.

2.2 The joint donor mission in 1994 identified an Emergency Economic Recovery
Program comprising stabilization, incentives for private sector development, promotion
of economic efficiency, short term social programs, and arrangements to channel aid.
The President's Report for the credit supporting that program contained a statement of
the Bank's emergency assistance strategy for the following 12 -18 months. That
strategy focused on finance of critical imports; modification of the ongoing portfolio to
address emergency needs and add technical assistance; and policy dialogue, economic
and sector work, and donor coordination. Aside from technical assistance projects to
strengthen Haiti's limited capacity to absorb the recovery projects, the Bank's strategy
did not address governance or institutional issues. (They were, however, addressed by
other donors. 8 )

2.3 A formal Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) in 1996 returned to the overarching
objective of poverty alleviation (through safety nets and improved social services), as
well as rebuilding and redirecting the public sector to deliver basic goods and services
and implementing an economic reform program to enable sustainable growth. This might
have been an appropriate strategy for a country where the rule of law is already in place,
but Haiti was not such a country. While the Bank's objectives were consistent with
Haiti's major economic problems, their relevance continued to be limited by the failure to
give highest priority to resolving the political and governance issues that undermined all
attempts to promote economic development. The same was true of the government's 1996
Policy Framework Paper, prepared through close collaboration among the Bank, the IIVF
and the IDB. The CAS also stressed non lending services to promote a dialogue with

7. President's Report for "Proposed Emergency Economic Recovery Credit," Report No. P-6482-HA, November 30,
1994.

8. The U.S. provided nearly US$100 million during 1995-2000 to help Haiti establish its first civilian-controlled police
force and improve aspects of its judicial sector. The IDB planned a set of loans to strengthen the executive, legislative
and judicial branches, the superior court of accounts and civil society. The U.N. and CIDA were also involved in these
areas. The government notes that reforms were attempted in many other areas as well, including civil service, fiscal
affairs, education, health systems, financial sector, and democracy.
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stakeholders, the importance of working with NGOs, and the need to serve as a focal
point for donor coordination; these objectives were appropriate and realistic. A
significant gap was the absence of HIV/AIDS. 9

Economic and Sector Work

2.4 The nature of economic and sector work (ESW) for Haiti has changed over the
past 15 years. Several voluminous economic reports and an agricultural sector review
were produced in the second half of the 1980s and the early 1990s. They covered the
macroeconomic and sectoral issues facing Haiti, but while they acknowledged that
economic developments in Haiti have continuously been affected by institutional
weaknesses and political instability, and that investment in institution building should be
an ongoing development process, they devoted little space to these issues. For example,
the list in the lengthy 1991 economic report of the most pressing issues to be addressed in
the following 18 months did not include institutions or governance.

2.5 Since the mid-1990s, ESW has been more focussed: a public expenditure review
carried out jointly with other donors (PER, 1997), a poverty report (1998), a Country
Procurement Assessment Report (draft, 1999) and a series of sector reviews
(infrastructure, education, health, all in draft). This approach is consistent with the
Bank's post-conflict policy which, where continued lending is not possible, calls for a
watching brief to position the Bank to support operations when conditions permit.
However, some of the work has not been followed up; the relatively costly PER, for
example, was never compiled into one report or used to establish priorities.' 0

2.6 The 1998 poverty report identified political instability, poor governance and
corruption as key factors behind the dire poverty in Haiti. It recommended a reform
agenda of stronger public sector institutions; macroeconomic stability and reduction of
distortions to encourage private sector investment; more resources for the provision of
social services; and rationalization of donor assistance. Given the limited capacity of the
government, the report suggested that donors focus on maintaining public order and
economic stability; securing property rights; building a regulatory role for some sectors;
designing a framework for improved provision of basic health and education; and
maintaining infrastructure. The report also recommended privatizing key infrastructure
and entrusting the delivery of education, health, family planning, and water supply and
sanitation to NGOs. In principle, these objectives were highly relevant. However, they
may have lacked realism, given that privatization had already proved to be contentious in
Haiti. The poverty report was widely disseminated and generated the first open debate

9. In fact, as the government points out, there was very little lending for social purposes after 1996 (see below). The
government also notes that neither the CAS nor subsequent loan documents explained clearly the means by which
poverty would be reduced. In addition, it asserts that the levels of external aid projected in the CAS were not large
enough to jump-start growth.

10. The Region points out that the choice was made to concentrate limited resources on the dissemination of the
poverty report.
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about poverty in Haiti. Its impact on policy has been limited, however, by the unresolved
political situation and resulting halt to dissemination and lack of follow through.

Lending

2.7 Haiti has always been a difficult country in which to lend. Of the 29 projects
rated since 1979, only 15 had satisfactory outcomes. Eighteen projects were rated for
institutional development impact (IDI) and sustainability: only 3 had substantial IDI and
1 was considered likely to be sustainable (Table 2.1). Completion reports catalogue a
history of implementation problems and weak government support (OED, 1998)."

2.8 Lending since 1986 can be divided into two periods: 1986-1991, after which the
military coup led to the suspension of lending for three years; and 1994-1997, after which
the political situation once more blocked lending. The remaining active projects were
eventually placed under suspension due to arrears, and then cancelled as a measure to end
ineffective lending and reduce portfolio risks.

Table 2.1: OED Evaluation Findings
Number of Number of Number of

Total Number of Number of Projects w/ Projects w/ Projects w/
Number of Projects Projects satisfactory substantial likely

projects Cancelled rated outcome IDI sustainability
All projects 37 3 29. 15 3 (of 18) 1 (of 18)
Projects approved

1986-91 10 2 7 3 2 0
Projects approved

1994-97 5 1 2 2 1 1
a. Only 18 were rated for IDI and sustainability.
b. No projects have been approved since 1997.
Source: Annex Table 7.

Economic Management, 1986-1991

2.9 During the post-Duvalier period, from 1986 until 1991, the Bank approved 10
credits, of which two have been cancelled and one is not yet rated. Only 3 of the
remaining 7 projects had satisfactory outcomes, 2 had substantial II, and none was
considered likely to be sustainable.' 2 Of 8 projects approved earlier that closed during
this period, 6 had unsatisfactory outcomes, all were rated unlikely to be sustainable, and
none had substantial IDI.

2.10 The satisfactory post-1986 projects comprised two emergency operations and a
TA project. The Economic Recovery Credit (ERC, FY87) supported fiscal and trade

11. The Aggregate Project Performance Index is 5.4, compared to 6.7 for the Bank as a whole. The APPI is a
composite measure of the ratings on outcome, institutional development impact and sustainability, and is calculated
only for projects which have ratings for all three variables. The score can range from 2 to 10, with higher scores better
than lower. (Annex Table 7).

12. During this period, three arrangements with the IMF also failed.
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reform, which remained relatively sound for some years, and the closing of two loss-
making public industrial enterprises. OED's audit of the project concluded, however, that
the project should also have addressed structural poverty and the negative social impact
of stabilization. The second tranche of the credit was cancelled following the military
coup of 1988. Sustainability was rated unlikely, and IDI modest. The outcome of the TA
project was rated satisfactory, with substantial IDI, but its chief accomplishments were
nullified when the projects they led to were either cancelled or rated unsatisfactory.

2.11 The outcome of the Economic and Social Fund project (FAES, FY91) was rated
satisfactory because it largely achieved its physical objectives of providing infrastructure
and jobs. IDI was rated substantial, although the expected decentralization of project
management did not take place, and participation by grass roots organizations was
limited by their lack of capacity to prepare proposals. Sustainability was deemed
uncertain, due to poor maintenance and inadequate attention to operating costs. The IDB,
which has provided the bulk of the financing for FAES, found in a multi-country study of
social funds that temporary jobs were a good expedient in a recession, but did not solve
structural poverty problems. The main impact came from delivering services to and
improving the living conditions of the poor (Goodman, et. al., 1997). In Haiti, however,
the project was concentrated in the three provinces closest to the capital, while the other
six provinces, with nearly half the population and the greatest concentration of poverty,
received less than a third of the funds. The project was expected to benefit women, but
poor gender analysis and the lack of a clear framework for incorporating gender concerns
reduced its impact; women were not sufficiently involved in decision-making processes,
did not take adequate advantage of training and business oriented services, and benefited
only in limited numbers from the employment generated by subprojects. Nonetheless,
despite its flaws, FAES did respond to the basic needs of at least some of the population,
and might be worth maintaining, especially for short term emergency needs, provided it
does not undermine the systemic institutional changes required over the longer term.

Economic Management, 1994-1997

2.12 Five projects were approved after lending resumed in 1994; one was cancelled
and two have closed. The outcomes of both were rated satisfactory (one highly so), but
once more, both were emergency loans with little long term relevance; only the EERC,
which provided quick-disbursing balance of payments support, was rated as having had
substantial institutional development impact or likely sustainability, and that was for its
role in setting the stage for a medium term economic policy reform program, an objective
that was subsequently abandoned. A proposed follow-on project (ERC2), never accepted
by the government, was seen as too hasty a push for structural adjustment and

13. Oxfam observed, in a letter dated June 8, 1996 commenting on the draft CAS, that FAES sometimes inadvertently
undermined community organization by working with groups formed specifically to respond to it, but without roots in
the community. OED's study of social funds (World Bank, OED, 2001) concludes that social funds may be justified in
an emergency situation, but that they can undermine local government, and, in the longer run, it is essential to deal with
the institutional weaknesses of the country rather than to bypass them.
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privatization. Negative perceptions about the Bank's role in this connection dominated
the Bank's image in Haiti to the detriment of other projects (World Bank, OED, 1998).14
The second Technical Assistance credit, intended to support ERC2, was approved in
FY97, but was never ratified by Parliament and was cancelled after 18 months.

2.13 The Employment Generation project (FY96) was an emergency social safety net
operation, prepared and activated in three months, which generated 320,000 short term
jobs. Its outcome was rated satisfactory, but IDI was rated modest, and sustainability
unlikely, and the 1996 CAS noted the need to reassess the role of public employment
generation projects in a medium term poverty strategy.' 5 The project made a concrete
attempt to ensure a more equitable distribution of benefits between men and women; the
latter accounted for 21 percent of those employed under the project, compared to the 20
percent target.

Human Resources

2.14 The Bank undertook four education projects in Haiti in the 1970s and 1980s. A
fifth project, approved in FY91 and signed five days before the overthrow of President
Aristide, never became effective and was cancelled in FY93. Preparation of another
project was suspended in 1998. The first two projects were rated satisfactory, having
achieved most of their physical objectives, but they failed to achieve a consensus for
educational reform. The outcomes of Education 3 (FY83-88) and Education and
Training 4 (FY85-92) were both rated unsatisfactory, with negligible institutional
development impact and unlikely sustainability. Despite these four projects, as well as
sizeable contributions from other donors, Haiti has the lowest enrollment and literacy
rates in the western hemisphere, and among the lowest in the world. The principle of free
and compulsory basic education for all children, enshrined in the constitution, has never
been put in practice. Reflecting the long history of government neglect, the country's
education system relies heavily on private and religious organizations, which account for
80 percent of enrollment. Regulation of the private sector is weak, and the quality of
private education is dismal. School fees can take as much as 15 percent of the annual
income for the poorest fifth of the population, and the dropout rate is high. The
government spends very little, only 2 percent of GNP, on education, and even that
amount is used inefficiently. Primary net enrollment is estimated at 64 percent, but this
masks a much worse situation in rural areas, where only 23 percent of children go to
school. Net enrollment in secondary school is under 20 percent.

2.15 Haiti's per capita public expenditure on health is the lowest in the LAC region,
and health conditions in Haiti are among the worst in the western hemisphere. The
emphasis is on curative rather than preventive care, with little focus on reproductive and

14. The post-conflict report referred to this type of problem as the "folly of conventional wisdom"-pushing for the full
menu of adjustment reforms to the extent of being counter-productive in post-conflict settings (e.g. Rwanda, Uganda).

15. Oxfam asserted that this project actually had a negative impact on longer term development, because its short term
jobs drew people away from productive activities, such as harvesting (Oxfam letter, June 8, 1996).
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child health care, despite high rates of infant and maternal mortality. Access to services
is problematic for half of the population. Donor-supported immunization programs have
not been effective, as evidenced by recent outbreaks of polio and measles. The first
health project, approved in FY90, and suspended between 1991 and 1995, although
unsuccessful on the whole, had one satisfactory component: it strengthened the TB
program, with very effective use of NGOs. The project empowered people at the local
level to make decisions, which is unusual in Haiti. Contracts with NGOs were well-
specified and easy to monitor. The AIDS component was less successful; national
coordination is weak, with no strategic view, and contracts with NGOs were not clearly
specified.1 6 The least successful aspects of the project concerned institutional
strengthening (little progress with cost recovery), the primary health care system
(investments were supply driven and not utilized), and small components in reproductive
health and essential drugs. Sustainability is questionable, particularly in view of the lack
of institutional development, although the TB program has continued with funding from
other donors. Disbursements were suspended in late 2000 following the failure of the
government to submit a financial audit report, and the project closed as scheduled on
March 31, 2001 with US$1.34 million undisbursed. The Bank is currently working under
a PHRD grant to help produce a strategic plan for the battle against HIV/AIDS.

Rural Development and Environment

2.16 Haiti's agricultural sector has been declining for many years, the result of
neglected rural infrastructure, weak research and extension, poorly defined land tenure,
limited access to credit, and under-investment in human capital. These factors, along
with high population growth, have contributed to shrinking parcel sizes; complex,
informal tenure systems that discourage long term investment; and cultivation of
marginal lands with steep slopes, encroaching on forests, destroying watersheds, and
aggravating the tenuous environmental situation. The share of imported food is rising. A
series of agricultural and forestry/environmental projects has failed to stem the decline.

2.17 Of the four projects that have been rated, only one-Post-Hurricane Agricultural
Rehabilitation (FY81 )-was rated satisfactory, although the completion report noted that
its findings reflected impressions, not quantitative results, and concluded that "Though
project benefits may not have been optimal, the project lessened the harmful effects of
Hurricane Allen on agriculture." A small forestry project (FY82) failed to develop viable
approaches for large-scale reforestation programs and had no impact on the deteriorating
forest and wood situation. The outcomes of two rural development projects were rated
unsatisfactory, with minimal increase in production, costs higher than projected and a
negative economic rate of return; underestimated institutional risk; defaults on audits; and
inadequate cost recovery and maintenance. The follow on project for forestry and
environmental protection focused on the development of appropriate technology, greater

16. The government states that the prevalence of HIV/AIDS has fallen. Bank staff, however, say that both the data and
their interpretation are still open to question. UNAIDS is working in Haiti to clarify the issue.
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participation by NGOs, and small pilots, but it was approved in FY92, shortly before
Bank activities were suspended, and was eventually cancelled.

2.18 The Forest and Parks TA project (FY97, the last approved for Haiti), was a key
initiative in environmental management and a pilot for rural development. The project
tested innovative ways to deal with governance, including devolving responsibility for
national parks to local management committees and contracting agricultural extension
and technical support to NGOs. In addition, the project funneled a large component
through FAES for use by local governments in buffer zones around the national parks.
Unfortunately, the security situation has precluded supervision of the project, so the
effectiveness of these components is not known. Moreover, in addition to the problems of
financial management and uncertain security common to all projects in Haiti, this project
was undermined by a failure to reduce the demand for fuelwood; household energy is a
major issue that has yet to be adequately addressed. The project was suspended by a new
Minister, who appointed a commission to evaluate it, and by the Bank as part of the
portfolio-wide suspension. The remaining funds were cancelled in June 2001.

2.19 The Biodiversity Enabling Activities Project, funded by a small GEF grant,
sponsored workshops to raise conservation awareness in Haiti. However, disbursements
are tied up by problems with arrears and the failure to submit a financial audit report, and
action on the main product, a national biodiversity strategy and action plan, has halted.

Infrastructure

2.20 Deterioration of infrastructure is at critical levels in Haiti; this problem has been
particularly acute since maintenance fell off in the late 1980s. The Port-au-Prince Water
Supply project (FY89-99) achieved much of its physical target, but few of its institutional
development objectives. Unaccounted for water exceeds 55 percent of the total; much is
consumed through illegal connections or is not metered, and severe rationing continues.
OED noted that the project should have been conditioned on private management. Of the
four evaluated power projects, all contributed to the expansion of generating capacity, but
none were able to stem losses, which amounted to 55 percent in 1998. All had
procurement problems. Institutional objectives were never achieved; privatization was
suggested in the mid-1980s, but although Power 5 (FY89) was restructured in 1996 to
permit privatization of Electricit6 de Haiti, government support has wavered. The
outcome of a port project (FY81) was rated unsatisfactory, and the international port of
Port au Prince remains the most expensive in the Caribbean. The National Port
Administration was set for privatization, but progress has been halted. An Industrial
Restructuring and Development project (FY90) was revised in 1997 to support the
privatization of state owned utilities, but ultimately failed. Technical work for preparing
major state enterprises (electricity, telephone, water, port and airport) for privatization
was completed, but the lack of political will at the highest level and the weakness of the
judicial framework blocked any progress.

2.21 Eight road projects have been approved since 1956, the bulk of the funds for the
National Road, RN1. Nonetheless, it still takes 7 - 8 hours to cover the 250 km. between
Port au Prince and Cap Haitien, and 55 km. are nearly impassable. The EU, IDB and
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bilateral donors have also committed major amounts for roads, with similar results.
Transport 7 (FY87-96) ignored experience from previous projects, particularly with
respect to institutional risk; rehabilitated roads deteriorated due to lack of maintenance
and overloaded vehicles. Since the late 1980s, Haiti has had no regular maintenance
program. The more relevant Road Maintenance and Rehabilitation project (FY95) was
suspended for a time because of misprocurement and diversion of funds to road works
not included in the project. Other problems include failure to submit audits, cost overruns
due to continuing deterioration of roads, and long delays in clearing imported equipment
through customs. Institutional reforms, including the reorganization of the ministry and
the establishment of a road fund for maintenance, have not been implemented. The
project was cancelled in June 2001, and sustainability of its achievements is unlikely.

Project Management Units

2.22 PMUs are used in all projects in Haiti, since it has proven impossible to
implement projects without them. The Road Maintenance and Rehabilitation project was
managed under contract to a foreign firm brought in after the discovery of
misprocurement; this is one model for dealing with weak governance. Other projects
have generally used local staff in their PMUs, arguing that this does provide some
capacity building. The unusually stable PMU in the health project contributed to its
partial success. Although the use of PMUs brings into question the sustainability of
project benefits and illustrates the great need for institution building in the country, the
nearly constant state of crisis and recurring instability in Haiti have blocked any longer
term strategy to reduce dependence on PMUs.

IFC and MIGA

2.23 Haiti has been a member of IFC since 1956; since January 2000 an investment
officer in the Dominican Republic has also covered Haiti. Over the last fifteen years,
IFC's total investment in Haiti amounted to US$ 0.6 million. The difficult investment
climate in Haiti has limited private investment and opportunities for IFC assistance.
Under such constraints, IFC focused on developing opportunities with the help of
technical assistance. In 1994, IFC began advising the government on privatization.
Strategic reviews were undertaken of nine public sector companies ranging from banks to
infrastructure and manufacturing companies, but only two transactions went forward.

2.24 In FY98, IFC utilized Trust Funds to perform a pre-feasibility study on the
practicability of establishing a commercially oriented micro-finance lending institution.
Based on the positive outcome of this study, IFC brought together domestic and foreign
parties with a foreign technical partner to form Micro Credit National (MCN). The
US$0.4 million equity investment in MCN (FY98) has been disbursed. While no formal
review has yet been done, available indicators show that MCN will surpass development
impact and financial expectations. It also had a positive demonstration impact, as
evidenced by the recent announcement by one of Haiti's larger commercial banks of
plans to commence micro-credit operations. Portfolio performance has been satisfactory.
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This project benefited from the presence of a strong technical partner, commitment from
the local partner, and a country situation in which there is a large informal economy.

2.25 Two other technical assistance projects (FY99) targeted the insurance sector. The
first, a review of the feasibility of establishing an insurance company, found that the legal
and regulatory framework needed strengthening. This led to the second project, the
drafting of new primary legislation and framework regulations covering both life and
non-life insurance companies. However, debate of the draft law/regulations by the
industry and review by Parliament have been delayed by the political situation.

2.26 Haiti is also included in a regional project, the Caribbean Loan Facility (CLF,
FY97). This is a US$50 million Agency Line with the Bank of Nova Scotia
(Scotiabank), a large Canadian bank. Scotiabank will use its Caribbean branch/affiliate
network to develop projects, to be jointly appraised and financed through IFC A/B Loans.
Since new investment in Haiti will depend on political stability and the Pace of reform,
IFC's involvement for now will be only through such regional projects.

2.27 Haiti joined the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) in December
1996, but MIGA has not issued any guarantees nor provided any technical assistance.
The general lack of investor interest stems from the political instability and violence,
anti-business inclinations of the government, lack of a cohesive economic reform
program, and prolonged economic stagnation.

Box 2.1: Working with NGOs-A Relatively Successful Experience

One model that appears to be relatively effective in Haiti's difficult
implementation environment is the use of NGOs or autonomous agencies to distribute
services and funds. This is a short term solution only, which could be used while longer
term measures are being taken to strengthen the country's institutions. Examples include
the disbursement of funds for rural infrastructure through FAES; the use of a foreign firm
under a management contract to manage the Road Maintenance and Rehabilitation
project; the use of NGOs to manage the TB component of the Health project; and the use
of local committees to manage national parks and NGOs to provide agricultural extension
in the Forests and Parks TA project. Other donors, such as USAID, have also found this
approach to be effective.

Resource Mobilization and Aid Coordination

2.28 The international community is frustrated by its inability to work effectively in
Haiti. Some donors, like USAID, have ceased altogether to work through the central

17. The government notes that the Scotiabank does not have an extended network in Haiti and will not be able to
support much of an IFC presence.
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government, providing solely humanitarian assistance funneled through NGOs.
Assistance is focused particularly on basic human needs, with many donors in the
education and health sectors. Agriculture and roads also receive aid from several donors.
Some have given up trying to reform the system ofjustice, given the lack of political will
to sustain reforms already undertaken.

2.29 Donors are a strong force in Haiti, and aid coordination has been extensive.1 8

Donors' meetings have taken place with great regularity since 1993, and agencies often
participated in each other's missions. The Bank has played a substantial role in aid
coordination since 1994. It participated in a UNDP-led mission in September 1993 to
help prepare the economic recovery program, and in mid-1994 convened an informal
meeting of donors to prepare for a resumption of lending. Later that year, the Bank took
part in the large multi-donor mission led by the IDB to update the ERP. A surge of
international assistance followed. The Bank mobilized over $1 billion in aid
commitments at a Consultative Group (CG) meeting in January 1995, and organized an
implementation CG in Haiti in May of that year, which designated lead donors in priority
sectors. The CG of April 1997, which included NGO, civil society and media
representatives, was considered a model for other post-conflict programs (OED, 1998).
The Bank also introduced a political presence at donor meetings, including, for example,
the U.S. state department, the Canadian foreign affairs department, and the OAS
Secretary General. Since the political crisis of 1997, the Bank has continued to convene
regular informal donor meetings, in line with post-conflict policy. These meetings
provide a forum for donors to exchange information and views in an effort to have a
coherent and complementary approach to development in Haiti.

2.30 In-country, operational coordination of policies and activities has been more
problematic for both government and donors. Breakfast meetings take place frequently
among donors to discuss common activities, and coordination occurs at a technical level
for individual projects. However, strategic coordination is weak in some sectors. In
addition, although donors agree on the need for coordination, and have willingly shared
information, they impose different conditions and processes, often in the same sector. A
government paper on project implementation problems (Ministry of Economy and
Finance, 1997) pointed out that the generous donor support extended after 1994 created a
serious problem of aid management. The 1996 CAS concluded that improving
implementation was critical for the Bank and other donors, noting that the government
was overwhelmed by the diversity and complexity of the various procurement and
administrative requirements.1 9 Effective partnership with the many NGOs in Haiti has
also proved difficult. The current absence of a resident representative in Haiti may

18. Annex Table 3 shows that bilateral donors are the major source of foreign assistance. Among multilateral donors,
the World Bank and the IDB provided similar levels of financing during the 1990s.

19. The Pr6val-Camdessus Initiative, approved in July 1996, was designed to tackle the capacity problems that plagued
implementation in Haiti. Administered by the government and the Bank, it provided over US$1 million to offer
attractive salaries for Haitians living abroad who were willing to come back Few came however-conditions in the
country were not conducive to their return.
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reduce the ability of the Bank to work with key donors, such as IDB and USAID, which
are much more decentralized, as well as with civil society (see para. 3.5, however); any
decision to gear up the Bank program may necessitate an increased Bank presence.

2.31 The 1997 public sector investment program (PSIP) had about 20 major active
donors, each with an undisbursed balance over US$1 million, with overlapping sector
involvements and projects, and often diverse objectives. Nearly all of the PSIP was
financed from external sources. Bank task managers report a varied experience of
working with different donors. The 1998 Bank poverty report noted that in 1997, annual
aid disbursements had reached almost 15 percent of GDP and supported 269 programs. It
found effectiveness severely hindered by poor coordination among agencies and within
the government. It identified key areas for future work and strengthened the mandate of
implementation working groups that had been established among the donors. Two of
these groups, education and health, have accomplished substantive results: government
agreement to support private schools through licensing and a common curriculum, and
reform of the system of distribution of drugs. The groups working on justice and
infrastructure, which received little support from the government, were less successful.

3. Development Impact of Bank Assistance

Relevance and Efficacy of the Country Assistance Program

3.1 Beyond emergency recovery and stabilization, Bank strategy for Haiti since 1986,
and particularly since 1994, emphasized poverty alleviation, through safety nets and
improved social services, and institutional development to enable the public sector to
deliver basic goods and services and to implement a reform program that would enable
sustainable growth. As noted in Section 2, the relevance of the strategy was modest,
because it failed to deal first and foremost with the political and governance problems
and therefore had little chance of success. Since 1997, the strategy has been to maintain a
watching brief, while carrying out some key sector work; this strategy is relevant to the
present situation in Haiti.

3.2 The Bank disbursed about US$300 million for over 20 projects during the 1970s
and 1980s, with little recorded impact on poverty or economic growth, and no
improvement of governance. The end of the Duvalier era in 1986 provided a window of
opportunity for promoting democratic change and economic growth, but the opportunity
was missed. An assessment by donors in 1994 concluded that "international cooperation
has had two basic shortcomings: no impact and no sustainability." 2 0 The only areas with

20. "EERP: Report of Joint Assessment Mission," Nov. 7-20, 1994 (Washington, DC: IADB), p. 79, cited in World
Bank, 1998[b], Vol. V, p. 57.
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positive results were trade policy and macroeconomic management; reforms in the late
1980s and 1990s were sustained to a large degree (until the recent fiscal deterioration).

3.3 The assessment made in 1994 could be repeated today. The most notable failure
of the assistance program over the last 15 years is its negligible impact on the key
challenges to Haiti's development, identified in Section 1. Governance has not improved,
and, in fact, remains in a state of crisis.2 1 The capacity of the public sector and public
accountability remain very low; budget transparency has actually deteriorated. The lack
of impact on the ground is clear: The April 1997 CG meeting found little improvement
in infrastructure, social services, or the well-being of Haiti's poor. It noted that while aid
resources had been plentiful and the macroeconomic situation stable, the rehabilitation of
Haiti's infrastructure and social service delivery had been painfully slow and private
investment had not picked up, leaving the economy aid-dependent. Moreover, a severe
lack of communication on the reform process had led to mounting public criticism. The
subsequent political crisis has blocked most further donor assistance.

Efficiency of the Country Assistance Program

3.4 The Bank's program in Haiti is of relatively low cost effectiveness compared to
the LAC Region and the Bank as a whole (Annex Table 6). Although the average cost
per project is relatively low, the cost per dollar of commitment is high, and the program
costs an average of US$33 per $1,000 of net commitment for satisfactory/non-risky
projects, compared to averages of $10 for the LCR region and $16 Bank-wide. Haiti is
comparable in this respect to countries such as Cambodia ($36) and Burkina Faso ($40),
and other small and/or poorly performing countries. The distribution of Bank resources
among different elements of the program also differs from the Region and the Bank, with
35 percent of the total going for lending completion (43 percent for LCR and Bank-
wide), 50 percent for supervision (40 percent for LCR, 39 percent Bank-wide) and a
somewhat lower than average ESW share. Financial issues-repayments, audit reports-
absorb an inordinate amount of supervision time, to the detriment of other aspects.

3.5 In 2000, the Bank scaled down its resident mission in Port au Prince, eliminating
the resident representative position, due to the reduced portfolio and budget cuts. It has
since named a Country Manager for the Dominican Republic and Haiti, stationed in
Santo Domingo. He and the liaison officer shuttle back and forth from the Dominican
Republic. They attend all donors' meetings and are regularly in touch with the main
donor agencies. The administrative budget has been cut to a little over one-third of its
level in 1997 (US$1.7 million). The Bank should be prepared to scale up its mission
further if warranted by events.

21. The GAO concluded that despite nearly US$100 million in U.S. assistance to the police and judicial system, the
police force has not effectively carried out its basic law enforcement responsibilities and the judicial sector still suffers
serious weaknesses and serves only a small segment of the population. (Testimony, 9/19/2000,
http://frwebgate.access. gpo.gov
/cgibin/useftp.cgi?IPaddress= 162.140.64.21 &filename=ns00257t.txt&directory-/diskb/wais/datalgao)
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Ratings

3.6 The Bank's objectives in Haiti as summarized at the beginning of Section 2 were
for the most part relevant to Haiti's purely economic and social problems. However, the
assistance program did not tackle the critical institutional and governance impediments to
effective development and aid, and almost none of its objectives were achieved. The
large amount of aid that poured into Haiti in the mid-1 990s accomplished little, and may
have even had a negative impact by overwhelming government capacity and creating
opportunities for rent seeking. As shown above, projects in Haiti have a record of
unusually low ratings for outcome, institutional development and sustainability. Based on
these findings, the outcome ofBank assistance to Haiti since 1986 is rated
unsatisfactory, if not highly so. The program's institutional development impact has been
negligible, and under current circumstances, the sustainability of what little has been
accomplished is unlikely. It would be hard to argue that, with a few exceptions, the
country is any better off for having borrowed at all.

4. Attribution

4.1 The single over-riding constraint to satisfactory implementation, outcome and
sustainability of development assistance to Haiti has been the continuous political turmoil
and governance problems in the country. In project after project, the reason for delayed
implementation or cancellation, is a coup, civil unrest, or the inevitable results of these
events, such as lack of ownership by a frequently changing government and rapid staff
turnover. Despite efforts on the part of the Bank and other donors, it has been all but
impossible to carry on a coherent lending program.

4.2 Differences in priorities between the government and the Bank hampered the
Bank's effectiveness in Haiti. Privatization and civil service reform (downsizing) were at
the top of the Bank's agenda in the mid-1990s, with support from other donors, but never
gained wide support in Haiti. Clashes over these issues were very visible. Some observers
believe that the Bank compromised its credibility in Haiti by pressing too strenuously,
and without sufficient open debate, for highly political actions. Nor did the government
establish an environment in which such a debate would have been productive. 22

4.3 Beginning in 1993-94, the Bank took on a gradually expanding coordinating role.
A number of other donors have praised the Bank for its performance in this role.
Coordination and collaboration among donors has been extensive at the broad

22. OED's post-conflict report concluded that in some countries, including Haiti, the norms of behavior of the private
sector and the degree of corruption and cronyism within and between the private and public sector were such that
privatization might not enhance the prospects for development. In such situations, sweeping privatization might not be
the most appropriate first priority.
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programmatic level, but much less so on the ground. The main mistake by the Bank and
other donors during those years was to offer a level of assistance that overwhelmed the
government's absorptive capacity, particularly given the diversity of procedures among
the donors. Moreover, they attempted to resume traditional types of assistance programs,
without first overcoming the enormous governance and institutional barriers to economic

recovery and program implementation. 23 While it is true that other donors were trying to
strengthen governance, in hindsight it is clear that the Bank and the other donors
overestimated Haiti's ability to recover and move ahead on the political front.

4.4 Internal Bank staffing issues also reduced the effectiveness of its program in
Haiti. Lack of continuity in management may have contributed to discontinuities in the
lending program; a reorganization in 1991 moved Haiti to a different department, and
between 1994 and 1997, Haiti had three directors and three country operations division
chiefs (Annex Table 8).24 On the other hand, in at least one case, the large number of
reassignments in 1997 reflected the new director's desire to bring better qualified staff to
the department. For example, it was the newly assigned Road Maintenance and
Rehabilitation project team which uncovered serious misuses and diversion of funds. 2 5

The Bank was criticized by some outsiders for its slowness in opening a resident mission:
it had a resident representative sitting in the IDB office in Port au Prince from July 1995,
but did not open its own mission until 1997. More importantly, the Bank's first resident
representative, albeit not a Haitian citizen, was related to the Haitian elite. While views
on the judiciousness of this appointment vary substantially, both within and outside the
Bank, given the sharp political divisions within the country, some observers believe that
it was detrimental to the Bank's image and effectiveness in Haiti.

4.5 Up until 1997, the Bank produced economic and sector work of satisfactory
quality, but failed to use it to develop with the country a holistic, long-term vision of
Haiti's potential and constraints. Quality at entry of Bank projects was diminished by
modest relevance. In the area of prudence and probity, the Bank failed to provide
adequate institutional capacity analysis, to strengthen financial management and
accountability, or to build client ownership of the assistance program. While partnering
effectively with other donors at the higher levels, the Bank did not promote effective
coordination on the ground.

4.6 Bank performance has improved in recent years. Since 1997, management has
brought in new staff and cleaned up irregularities in the road project. In a situation where
it could not lend, and where borrower performance continued to be problematic in the

23. An IDB breakdown of the donors' pledges, which totaled US$1.6 billion, is as follows: balance of payments,
recovery and humanitarian assistance, 55 percent; social sectors (health, education, water and urban infrastructure), 13
percent; infrastructure and energy, 12 percent; agriculture and private sector, 7 percent; and environment, 2 percent.
Governance activities received 11 percent.

24. The country economist, country officer, and some task managers did provide some continuity during this period.

25. This team won an excellence in supervision award in FY99.
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ongoing program, the Bank has cancelled the remaining balances. It is, appropriately,
maintaining a watching brief and undertaking reviews of key sectors.

4.7 The government did not exhibit ownership by taking the initiative for formulating
and implementing the assistance program, encouraging a consensus among key ministries
and decision makers, or adopting timely action to support the program. Moreover, its
management of projects has been of questionable quality and it has failed to maintain a
political and institutional environment in which it is possible even to carry out an
assistance program. The GAO concluded that the key factor affecting the lack of success
of U.S. assistance was the Haitian government's lack of commitment to addressing the
major problems of its police and judicial systems.

5. Lessons of Experience and Recommendations

5.1 Donors agree on three necessary conditions for re-engagement with the Haitian
government: a resolution to the political crisis; macroeconomic stability; and a
commitment by the government to undertake critical sectoral reforms. The OAS is
leading the effort to achieve the first condition, and the IMF's Staff Monitored Program
is dealing with the second. The question of whether to engage informally in a dialogue
with the government to prepare the ground for the third is still outstanding.

5.2 These three prerequisites may be necessary conditions for re-engagement, and
their achievement may lead to strong pressure by the international community on the
Bank to resume lending, but they are not sufficient for effective assistance. Donors
should avoid the mistakes of 1994, and instead re-engage cautiously. Close donor
coordination, in setting priorities, dividing responsibilities according to comparative
advantage, and establishing common approaches on the ground, will be necessary for any
success in Haiti's weak institutional environment. Meanwhile, technical work, including
collection of data, should continue so that the donors will know what is happening in the
country and will be able to respond effectively, in contrast to what happened in 1994.

5.3 Given the highly uncertain situation in Haiti, and in line with the Bank's post-
conflict policy, it would be appropriate at this time to prepare a Transitional Support
Strategy, rather than a full CAS, with a short to medium term plan for Bank involvement
in the country. Clearly lending is not an option today. One option for the Bank is simply
to continue to keep abreast of political and economic developments and collaborate with
other donors in advising the government on next steps. Another option would be to
undertake economic and sector work directed at the key issues (to monitor poverty levels.
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26for example). The development of an assistance strategy for Haiti provides an
opportunity for Bank management to clarify the generic question of what to do in
extreme cases of poorly performing countries, however they are classified.

5.4 Even if Haiti meets the conditions for re-engagement, the possibility of renewed
lending should be approached with extreme caution. The Bank could first tap its Post-
Conflict Fund, which can provide grants of up to $2 million. Use of these resources
might provide the means to reestablish a serious dialogue with the government and work
toward developing the necessary environment for resumption of lending.2 7 No strategy
will be effective without government ownership, so the first step should be to create a
climate of trust and mutual cooperation between the government and the donors. The
preparation of an Interim PRSP by the government could be the beginning of a process to
build consensus, participation and transparency.

5.5 Without improved governance and greater stability, the Bank and other donors
will be able to accomplish very little.2 8 Haiti needs not only the institutions of
government, but also the processes and systems to enable them to work. Any strategy for
a renewed assistance program for Haiti would have to start with measures to strengthen
and to increase the accountability and transparency of the country's governing system,
including the management of public expenditures and the judicial system. Past efforts to
reform various aspects of governance have had little success. An Institutional and
Governance Review could be undertaken to analyze the institutional constraints to
reform, with particular attention to the political economy factors which make it difficult
to change the status quo. The country also needs to create a civil society that challenges
public authorities to enhance their performance with responsiveness to the citizenry. Any
program in Haiti is likely to be costly in terms of Bank resources relative to the lending
program, but such costs are necessary, if not sufficient, for an effective program.

5.6 Given the capacity limitations of the state, the provision and maintenance of
infrastructure and services should be privatized to the greatest extent consistent with the
quality of the legal and regulatory framework. Privatization is a politically charged issue
in Haiti and should be approached carefully, with intensive discussion in the country and
parallel efforts to strengthen the state capacity to implement its core functions. Social

26. In Uganda, a series of workshops, sponsored by the World Bank Institute and Uganda's Inspector General of
Government, on national integrity, investigative journalism, court administration reform and local integrity systems
induced government, Parliament and civil society to recognize the need for a national integrity system to heighten
public awareness, improve enforcement, reform institutions and increase transparency and accountability in public
administration. A multidisciplinary mission to review the government's anti-corruption strategy led to the
establishment of a Department of Ethics and Integrity within the Office of the President.

27. Haiti has one grant from the Post-Conflict Fund, for a polio immunization campaign by PAHO. A grant to East
Timor to help unite the country's leadership and society in building an anti-corruption strategy, and to train mediators
and conflict managers, illustrates another possible use of this fund.

28. A recent discussion paper on post-conflict recovery in Africa finds that "Effective intervention ... requires that
there be a reasonably functioning governance structure, accepted by a large part of the population and supported by the
international community. When these conditions are not met, economic assistance can be counterproductive...."
(Michailof, et. al., p. 16).
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services should also be channeled through the private and voluntary sector where
possible, but with safeguards to promote adequate quality and access by the poor. For
instance, the government has agreed to license and support private schools, and in order
to reach the 80 percent of students who attend these schools-including the bulk of the
poor-any future education project should find a way to support them.

5.7 If it resumes lending in Haiti, the Bank will have to take into account the human
resource constraints, the persistent budgetary shortages, and the risk that the lending itself
can create opportunities for corruption. It must work with the government and with non-
government stakeholders to design small, simple, well-defined operations with modest
objectives that will strengthen existing organizations and build institutional capacity. 2 9

Greater efforts will be needed than in the past to build constituencies and partnerships in
the country to ensure that any new projects are adapted to the local context and enjoy
support from the population. Lending could be directed to piloting activities, possibly
through the use of LILs, which would contribute to institution building. In the past, the
more successful delivery mechanisms have been those that sidestep traditional channels,
limiting the need for government execution and the potential misuse of funds (Box 2.1).
Such models, however, do not necessarily correspond to the Bank's comparative
advantage, and might be implemented more effectively by other donors, who are more
experienced in their use and have the necessary resources on the ground. The Bank's
comparative advantage lies in working with the government and civil society to build
institutional capacity and improved governance.

29. One recent example of such an operation can be found in the Democratic Republic of Congo's Emergency Early
Recovery Project (FY02), the first element of a Transitional Support Strategy. The project includes capacity building
to ensure effective and transparent implementation of external assistance and support to good governance and
economic management, including facilitation of communication and debate throughout the country.
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Haiti at a glance 10/2/01

Latin
POVERTY and SOCIAL America Low.

Haiti & Carib. Income Development diamond*
2000
Population, mid-year (millions) 8.0 516 2,459 Life expectancy
GNI per capita (Atlas method. USS) 480 3,680 420
GNI (Atlas method, USS billions) 3.8 1,895 1,030

Average annual growth, 1994*00

Population (%) 2.1 1.6 1.9
Labor force (%) 2.0 2.3 2.4 GNI Gross

per primary
Most recent estimate (latest year available. 1994-00) capita enrollment
Poverty (% of population below national poverty line)
Urban population (% of total population) 36 75 32
Life expectancy at birth (years) 53 70 59
Infant mortality (per 1,000 live births) 70 30 77
Child malnutrition (% of children under 5) 28 9 .. Access to improved water source
Access to an improved water source (% of population) 46 85 76
Illiteracy (% of population age 15+) 50 12 38
Gross primary enrollment (% of school-age population) 64 113 96 -.- Haiti Low-income group

Male .. .. 102
Female 86

KEY ECONOMIC RATIOS and LONG-TERM TRENDS

1980 1990 1999 2000
Economic ratios*

GOP (USS billions) 1.5 3.0 4.0 3.3
Gross domestic investment/GDP 16.9 12.2 11.0 10.7
Exports of goods and services/GDP 21.6 16.0 13.2 12.5 1 Trade
Gross domestic savings/GDP 8.1 -1.1 -4.5
Gross national savings/GDP .. .. 3.9 3.6

Current account balance/GDP .. .. *7.8 -7.6 Domestic
Interest payments/GDP 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5 savings Investment
Total debt/GDP 23.8 31.4 29.4 35.7 savings
Total debt service/exports .. .. 11.2 8.3
Present value of debt/GDP .. .. 17.9
Present value of debt/exports .. .. 138.3

Indebtedness
1980-90 1990-00 1999 2000 2000-04

(average annual growth)
GOP per.capi6 2 11--Haiti Low-income group
GDP per capita -2.1 -2.7 0.1 -0.9
Exports of goods and services 1.2 5.3 5.3 2.0 ..

STRUCTURE of the ECONOMY
1980 1990 1999 2000 Growth of Investment and GDP (%)

(% of GOP) loo -
Agriculture .. 33.3 30.0 29.6
Industry .. 21.8 20.9 21.1 so

Manufacturing .. 15.7 7.1 7.1
Services .. 45.0 49.1 49.3 o'

95 96 97 98 99 00
Private consumption 81.9 93.4 .. .. -so -
General government consumption 10.1 7.7 ." GDI GDP
Imports of goods and services 30.5 29.2 28.4 27.4

1980-90 1990.00 1999 2000 Growth of exports and imports (%)
(average annual growth)
Agriculture -0.1 -3.3 1.0 -0.2
Industry -1.7 1.2 6.6 1.7

Manufacturing -1.7 -10.8 2.8 '1.1 0
Services 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.7

Private consumption 0.9 .. .. .s eeo so o o
General government consumption -4.4 . s
Gross domestic investment -0.6 3.3 6.7 1.3 -Exports -* Imports
Imports of goods and services 2.3 9.7 6.2 2.6

Note: 2000 data are preliminary estimates.

The diamonds show four key indicators in the country (in bold) compared with its income-group average. If data are missing, the diamond will
be incomplete.
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Haiti

PRICES and GOVERNMENT FINANCE
1980 1990 1999 2000 inflation (%)

Domestic prices i
(% change) 45
Consumer prices .. -15.6 9.9 15.3 4o

Implicit GDP deflator 21.4 18.7 3.2 14.6
20

Government finance 10
(% of GDP, includes current grants) o _

Current revenue .. 8.1 8.9 7.8 95 99 97 9o 99 00
Current budget balance .. .. 1.2 0.5 -GDP deflator - CPI
Overall surplus/deficit .. .. -1.3 -2.1 i

TRADE

(US$ millions) 1980 1990 1999 2000 Export and Import levels (US$ mill.)

Total exports (fob) 226 164 349 327 1.2so -
Coffee .. .. 18 13
Sisal and sisal strings .. .. 5 2 1.ooo
Manufactures .. .. 301 290 7sT

Total imports (cif) .. 332 1,011 1,078 soo
Food .. .. 279 248
Fuel and energy . .. 83 175 250
Capital goods .. .. .. . o

94 95 96 97 98 99 00
Export price index (1995=100) .. .rs UI ..
Import price index (1995=100) .. Exports Imports
Terms of trade (1995=100) .. .. _.._..

BALANCE of PAYMENTS
1980 1990 1999 2000

(US$ millions) Current account balance to GDP (%)

Exports of goods and services .. .. 518 489 o
Imports of goods and services .. .. 1.173 1.258
Resource balance .. .. -655 -770 .s

Net income .. .. 5 15
Net current transfers .. .. 334 506 -10

Current account balance .. .. -316 -249

Financing items (net) .. .. 339

Changes in net reserves .. .. -24 .20

Memo:
Reserves including gold (US$ millions) .. .. 329
Conversion rate (DEC, local/US$) 5.0 5.0 16.9 24.3

EXTERNAL DEBT and RESOURCE FLOWS
1980 1990 1999 2000

(US$ millions) Composition of 2000 debt (US$ mill.)
Total debt outstanding and disbursed 348 935 1,190 1,169

IBRD 0 0 0 0 G:90
IDA 66 324 504 480

Total debt service 26 33 59 42 E: 136
IBRD 0 0 0 0
IDA 0 3 10 10 1 B:480

Composition of net resource flows
Official grants 30 65 109
Official creditors 2S 33 51 32
Private creditors 7 0 0 0 0: 424
Foreign direct investment 13 8 30
Portfolio equity 0 0 0 .: 39

World Bank program
Commitments 0 41 0 0 A - IBRO E -Bilateral
Disbursements 13 14 14 8 B - IDA D - Other multilateral F -Private
Principal repayments 0 1 6 7 C - IMF G - Short-term
Net flows 13 13 8 1
Interest payments 0 2 4 4
Net transfers 13 11 5 -2

The World Bank Group: http://www.worldbank.org/data/ 10/2/01



Annex Table 2: Haiti - Key Economic and Social Indicators, 1990-2000

Average for Haiti and comparator countries, 1990-1999"
Latin America Low V)omican Burkina

Economic and social indicators 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 20001 Haiti & Caribbean income Republic El Salvador Honduras Cambodia Faso Guinea Togo

GDPgrowth(annual%) 4.2 0.0 -13.2 -2.4 -8.3 4.4 2.7 1.4 3.1 2.2 1.2 -0.6 2.9 3.0 4.6 4.9 2.8 4.5 3.8 4.0 1.7
GNP per capita growth (annual%) 2.2 -1.4 -15.0 -4.4 -10.1 2.2 0.3 -0.7 1.1 0.6 .. -2.5 1.0 1.0 2.6 2.8 0.2 1.5 1.4 1.9 -1.1
GNI per capita, Atlas method (current US$) 430.0 470.0 390.0 330.0 270.0 300.0 360.0 380.0 410.0 460.0 .. 460.0 3800.0 420.0 1920.0 1920.0 760.0 260.0 240.0 490.0 310.0
GNI per capita, PPP (current international $* 1730.0 1730.0 1530.0 1490.0 1360.0 1430.0 1450.0 1440.0 1440.0 1470.0 .. 1470.0 6620.0 1870.0 5210.0 4260.0 2270.0 1350.0 960.0 1870.0 1380.0

Agriculture, value added (% of GDP) 33.3 36.3 41.5 38.8 37.5 32.4 31.4 30.6 30.4 29.4 34.2 8.1 27.2 12.7 13.9 21.3 51.1 33.4 23.0 38.2
Manufacturing, value added (% of GDP) 15.7 12.3 10.7 10.8 8.0 .. .. .. 7.1 10.8 21.7 18.5 18.1 21.9 17.8 5.4 18.4 4.4 9.7
Services, etc., value added (% of GDP) 45.0 44.4 44.5 46.4 47.6 50.4 49.9 49.9 49.6 48.4 47.6 59.0 42.0 54.9 58.4 49.1 35.3 41.8 43.8 39.9
Exports of goods and services (% of GDP) 16.0 10.7 5.4 8.4 6.9 9.1 8.7 8.4 11.5 12.4 9.8 14.4 20.9 30.4 20.5 39.3 21.2 12.0 22.0 30.7
Imports of goods and services (% of GDP) 29.2 24.6 14.0 21.4 14.8 30.3 26.7 23.0 29.1 27.7 24.1 15.2 23.5 37.6 34.3 46.6 30.8 27.4 25.1 39.1
International tourism, receipts (% of total export) 14.5 20.5 31.3 25.8 40.3 29.1 30.3 15.0 12.1 24.3 8.1 7.1 34.4 3.2 5.0 15.7 8.3 1.0 3.3

Resource balance (% of GDP) -13.2 -14.0 -8.6 -12.9 -7.9 -21.1 -17.9 -14.6 -17.6 -14.2 -0.8 -2.5 -7.3 -13.9 -7.6 -9.5 -15.2 -2.9 -7.4
Current account balance (% of GDP) -0.7 -2.6 0.3 -0.6 -1.2 -3.3 -4.7 -1.7 -1.0 -1.7 .. .. -3.1 -1.7 -5.9 -5.7 -5.4 -5.5 -8.0
Total debt service (% of exports of goods and services) 10.1 11.8 4.8 4.2 1.9 48.8 20.4 12.4 10.6 10.0 .. 13.5 29.5 21.3 7.7 11.6 26.4 2.7 10.8 17.0 7.9
Gross intem ational reserves in months of imports 0.2 0.5 .. .. 1.9 1.6 1.7 1.1 .`.1.2 4.5 2.8 0.9 3.7 1.8 2.1 5.6 1.4 2.9

Gross domestic investments (% of GDP) 12.2 10.3 3.2 4.8 3.4 8.7 9.5 10.2 10.7 11.0 10.7 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Gross domestic savings (% of GDP) -1.1 -3.6 -5.4 -8.1 -4.5 -12.4 -8.4 -4.4 -6.9 -4.2 .. -5.9 19.9 21.0 15.2 3.3 22.9 6.2 8.5 14.2 7.3
Inflation,consumerprices(annual%) 21.3 15.4 19.4 29.7 39.3 27.6 20.6 20.6 10.6 8.7 11.1 21.3 .. .. 15.3 10.6 19.7 6.6 4.5 .. 7.1

Currentrevenue.excludinggrants(%ofGDP) 7.3 7.6 5.5 4.8 2.8 5.9 6.7 8.5 8.1 8.5 7.8 6.7 19.8 14.9 15.2 14.7 .. .. 14.0 13.0 ..

Expenditure, total (% of GDP) .. 8.8 8.1 9.6 6.6 10.7 9.7 9.1 9.1 9.5 9.7 9.0 23.4 17.4 14.9 15.7 .. .. 16.7 20.4 ..

Overall budget deficit, including grants (% of GDP) -3.7 -1.8 -2.3 -2.3 -3.7 -4.3 -2.5 -0.6 -1.1 -1.3 -2.2 -2.4 -2.8 -3.8 0.5 -1.8 .. .. 1.2 -3.3

Population, total (million) 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.9 7.0 7.2 7.3 7.5 7.6 7.8 7.1 473.6 2216.8 7.8 5.6 5.6 10.5 9.9 6.5 4.0
Population growth (annual%) 2.0 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.1 1.7 2.1 1.9 2.0 2.9 2.8 2.4 2.6 2.9
Urban population (% of total) 29.5 30.1 30.7 31.4 32.0 32.6 33.2 33.8 34.5 35.1 . 32.3 73.0 29.5 61.4 45.0 46.8 14.1 15.7 28.9 30.6
Illiteracy rate, adult total (% of people ages 15 and above) 60.3 59.3 58.3 57.3 56.3 55.2 54.2 53.2 52.2 51.2 55.8 13.5 42.1 18.7 24.4 28.7 65.8 80.5 .. 48.8
School enrollment primary (% gross) 47.8 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 47.8 109.1 93.1 94.9 86.8 110.0 119.0 36.0 44.6 110.5
Immunization, DPT (% of children under 12 months) 41.0 .. 30.0 30.0 30.0 34.0 .. 35.0 39.0 59.0 37.3 80.9 74.5 71.0 85.7 93.2 54.8 45.8 52.6 57.9
Improved water source (% of population with access) 46.0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 46.0 81.1 70.3 78.0 55.0 84.0 .. 53.0 45.0 51.0
Sanitation (% of population with access) 25.0 .. .. .. 24.0 .. .. .. 24.5 71.7 39.9 60.0 68.0 .. .. 21.0 55.0 37.0
life expectancy at birth, total (years) 53.1 .. 53.5 .. .. 53.6 .. 53.7 53.4 53.5 69.0 58.6 70.1 68.0 68.5 52.5 45.2 45.4 495
Mortality rate, infant (per 1,000 live births) 85.4 . 75.0 .. .. 72.7 .. 71.1 . 69.9 74.8 34.8 82.1 44.2 36.5 41.6 109.8 108.0 106.9 79.2
Source: World Bank SIMA databasel GDF/WDI as of May 23, 2001

Data for 2000 are estimates
The Government notes that the inclusion of the very abnormal years 1992-94 in the average for Haiti renders it 'irrelevant."

Data for comparison among countries refer to 1999
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Annex Table 3: External Assistance to Haiti

1. Average Net Receipts from all donors for CY 1980-1998, (US$ million)

Donor[ 1980-89 1990-98 1996 1997 1998
Bilateral 97.6 219.9 158.2 124.2 192.3
Multilateral 51.3 98.3 218.8 148.8 156.2
o/w IDA 22.4 24.0 62.9 35.1 34.2
olw IDB Special Oper. Fund 9.4 23.0 36.2 44.2 56.2
olw UNDP 6.3 8.6 17.9 17.2 10.0
Other 0 0 0 0 0
Total net receipts 148.8 318.3 377.0 273.0 348.4
Net receipts per capita 25.6 44.8 51.4 36.4 45.6
Memo item:
GDP at market prices (current US$ million) 1901.6 2752.5 2958.2 2824.3 3870.9
Source: Geographical Distribution of Financial Flows to Aid Recipients 1994-1998, OECD,

World Bank SIMA database as of March 21, 2001.

II. World Bank Commitments by Sectors for FY 1980-2000, (USS million)

Sectors 1980-89 1990-00 1996 1997 1998
Agriculture 26 26
Education/HNP 19 41
Environment 22 22
Finance 7
Infrastructure* 117 50
Public Sector Mgmt.** 3 61 50
Multisector*** 40 63 12
Urban Development/Water Supply & Santn 41
Total 253 263 50 34
Source: World Bank Business Warehouse as of March 2001.

*Electric Power and Transportation sectors
**Public Sector Management and Social Protection sectors
*** Multisector, Economic Policy and Private Sector Development
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Annex Table 4: ESW List for Haiti
Report title Date Report #

Country Assistance Strategy Documents
Haiti - Country assistance strategy (Vol.1) 13-Aug-96 15945

Economic Reports
Haiti - The economy (Vol.1) 01-Aug-54 WH26
Haiti - Recent economic developments (Vol.1) 01-Apr-56 WH45
Haiti - Current economic position and prospects (Vol.1) 01-Aug-57 WH62
Haiti - Current economic position and prospects (Vol.1) 01-Sep-61 WHIIO
Haiti - Current economic position and prospects (Vol.1) 01-Aug-65 WH151
Haiti - Current economic position and prospects (Vol.1) 01-May-72 CA17
Haiti - Current economic position and prospects (Vol.1) 01-Apr-74 410
Haiti - Current economic position and.prospects (Vol.1) 01-Dec-76 1243
Haiti - Current economic position and prospects (Vol.1) 01-Dec-78 2165
Haiti - Economic memorandum (Vol.1) 01-Feb-81 3079
Haiti - Economic memorandum (Vol.1) 01-May-81 3444
Haiti - Economic memorandum (Vol.1) 01-May-82 3931
Haiti - Policy proposals for growth (Vol.1) 01-Jun-85 5601
Haiti - Public expenditure review (Vol.1) 29-Sep-86 6113
Haiti - Public expenditure review (Vol.2) 29-Sep-86 6113
Haiti - Economic recovery: performance, issues and prospects (Vol.1) 23-Dec-88 7469
Haiti - Updating economic note (Vol.1) 17-Apr-90 8396
Haiti - Restoration of growth and development (Vol.1) 20-May-91 9523
Caribbean Economic Overview (Vol.1) 04-Jun-98 17874

Sector Reports
Haiti - Urban sector survey (Vol.1) 01-Apr-79 2152
Haiti - Issues and options in the energy sector (Vol.1) 01-Jun-82 3672
Haiti - Situation note on the population, health and nutrition sectors (Vol.1) 01-May-85 5699
Haiti - Agricultural sector study (Vol.1) 01-Jun-85 5375
Haiti - Agricultural sector study (Vol.2) 01-Jun-85 5375
Haiti - Agricultural sector study (Vol.3) 01-Jun-85 5375
Haiti - Agricultural sector review (Vol.1) 30-Apr-91 9357
Wider Caribbean financial sector review - increasing competitiveness and financial
resource management for economic growth (Vol.1) 26-May-98 17556
Haiti - The challenges of poverty reduction (Vol.1) 01-Aug-98 17242
Haiti - The challenges of poverty reduction (Vol.2) 01-Aug-98 17242

World Bank Country Study
Haiti - Public expenditure review (Vol.1) 01-Jan-87 PUB6113
Le redressement de l'economie Haitienne : resultats, problemes et perspectives (Vol.1) 01-Mar-90 PUB7469

ESMAP Paper
Haiti - Energy assessment status report (Vol.1) 01-Aug-85 ESM41
Haiti - Household energy strategy (Vol.1) 01-Dec-91 ESM143
Source: World Bank database Imagebank3
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Annex Table 5: OED and QAG Ratings for Haiti and Comparator Countries

Table I: OED Ratings
Inst. DeveL Inst. DeveL

Total Total Outcome Outcome Imp. Imp. Sustainability Sustainability
Evaluated Projects % Satisf % Satisf % Substan. % Substan. % Likely % Likely

Country Sm Evaluated Commitment Projects Commitment Projects Commitment Projects

FY 1986-2000
Bank wide 158715 1907 78 70 42 35 62 51
LAC 42719 384 81 77 48 42 69 60
Africa 24012 627 64 56 26 25 33 32
Haiti 195 9 63 56 28 33 21 11
El Salvador 227 6 72 83 60 50 100 100
Honduras 524 13 83 77 6 15 7 25
Burkina Faso 328 13 99 92 19 31 38 46
Cambodia 103 2 100 100 0 0 0 0

FY 1994-2000
Bank wide 36028 300 89 85 46 44 71 64
LAC 9371 67 85 91 56 53 69 64
Africa 3405 64 83 78 24 35 52 52
Haiti 89 2 100 100 45 50 45 50
El Salvador 52 2 100 100 95 50 100 100
Honduras 344 3 100 100 0 0 64 50
Burkina Faso 65 3 100 100 38 33 62 67
Cambodia 103 2 100 100 0 0 0 0
1) The Institutional Development Impact and Sustainability ratings have been in use only since FY 89. Hence, the data for
these two ratings for the period before FY 91 apply for smaller levels of total net commitment than shown in columns 2
and 3 of the table.
Source: OED ratings database as of 03/31/2001.

Table II: QAG Ratings
Net

Commitment, # Projects at % Projects at Commitment at % Commit at
Country # Proj S m Risk Risk Risk Risk

Bank 1573 107224 228 15 15094 14
LAC 316 23794 46 15 3787 16
Africa 394 15085 69 18 2767 18
Haiti 2 64 2 100 64 100
El Salvador 8 352 0 0 0 0
Honduras 14 581 0 0 0 0
Burkina Faso 9 323 1 11 5 2
Cambodia 12 260 3 25 52 20
Source: World Bank Business Warehouse as of 05/14/2001.
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Annex Table 6: Costs of Bank Programs for Haiti and Comparator Countries, FY 91-99

Costs
Regionsl Total Lending Supervision ESW
Countries costs, Sm completion costs, Sm costs, Sm completion costs, Sm
Bank wide 2292 979.0 898.0 415.0
LCR 381 163.0 152.0 66.0
Haiti 5.4 1.9 2.7 0.8
El Salvador 8.4 3.6 3.7 1.1
Honduras 11.3 4.8 5.6 0.9
Burkina Faso 18.4 6.8 9.8 1.8
Cambodia 10.8 4.0 4.4 2.4
Percentages
Bank wide 100% 43% 39% 18%
LCR 100% 43% 40% 17%
Haiti 100% 35% 50% 15%
El Salvador 100% 43% 44% 13%
Honduras 100% 42% 50% 8%
Burkina Faso 100% 37% 53% 10%
Cambodia 100% 37% 41% 22%

Erficiency Tabi

Average costs S per
Net $1000 of net Memo

Net commitment for satisf Average costs Average costs S per commitment for Average
Regions/ Total costs Number of commitment & nonrisky projects per project S1000 of net satisf & nonrisky project size
Countries Sm projects S sm 51000 commitment projects Sm
Bank wide 2292 2229 197103 144120 1028 11.6 16.0 88
LCR 381 465 46957 38073 819 8.1 10.0 101
Haiti 5 8 205 165 675 26.3 32.7 26
ElSalvador 8 13 516 516 646 16.3 16.3 40
Honduras I 18 1218 779 628 9.3 14.5 68
Burkina Faso 18 19 503 460 968 36.6 40.0 26
Cambodia II 11 343 299 982 31.5 36.2 31

Source: World Bank CRM database as ofJuly 6, 2000.
* The amount of total costs includes lending completion costs, supervision, scheduled and unscheduled ESW, and dropped project costs.
** The amount of lending completion costs includes lending completion costs and dropped project costs.

The amount of ESW preparation costs includes unscheduled and scheduled ESW preparation costs.
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Annex Table 7: Haiti - List of Appro Ied Projects
QAG ratings OED ratig

Latest Bank Borrower
Commit. Cancel Exdt Portfollo Latest Latest Latest Risk Evaluation vrl overall

Proj1 t - Project name Sm ISm FY year status DO IP Rating Type Outcome Sustainabillty 10I0 performance0 permace

Agrculture |
!007276 RURAL DEVELOPMENT 1 10.01 0.0 19771 1983 t_I PAR U NR NRj NR : NR
PR07281 AGRIC REHAB-HURRICAN 3.2) 0.1119811 1984 I PCR S NR INR, NR NR
P007284 FORESTRY 4.0 0. 1 1982 1990 I PR U U M NR NR
P007289 IRURAL DEVT 1I (SDR-1 19.1 0. 01984 1990 I PCR U Uncertain M NR NR
P007322 FORSTRY & ENVIRON 26.1 26.11992 1993 I EVM NR NR INR: NR NR
P007326 FOREST & PARKS TA 21.5 0.0 1997 A S U Substantial Risk

Subtotal: 83.9 26.3
Multisector

P007307 ECON RECOV CRD 40.0 20.0 1987 1989 I PAR S Uncertain M NR NR
P0031828 E N CONOMIC R 40.0 0.0 1995 1995 I HS HS EVM HS L S HS HS
P041971 TAP 11 12.0 0.9 1998 1999 I U U Substantial Risk ES NR Non-evaluable NR NR NR

Subtotal: 92. 32 .0
Education

P007274 EDUCATION I 5.5 0.0 1976 1981 1 PAR S NR NR4 NR NR
P007277 EDUCATION I 10.0 0.0 1978 1985 I PCR S NR NR! NR NR
P007286 EDUCATION III (SDR-8 9.0 0.0.1983 1988 1 PCR U U N NR NR
P007290 EDUCATION IV-A 10.0 2.1 1985 1992 1 PCR U U N NR NR
P007316 EDV 12.61 12.6 19911 1993 1 EVM NR NR NR NR NR

Subtotal: 47.1 t4.7
Electric Pwr & Engy.

P007275 POWER I 16.0 0.0 1976 1979 I PAR S NR NR NR NR
P007280 POWER II 16.5 0.01979 1985 1 PCR S NR NR( NR NR
P007287 POWER III (SOR-23..1) 26.0 0.0 1983 1986 I PCR U uncertain IM NR NR
P007291 POWER IV-A 22.1 1 0.0 1985 1990 I EVM MS U N NR NR
P007300 POWER V 24.01 0.8( 1989, 1999 I U U Substantial Risk ES U U N U U I

Subtotal:, 104.8 0.8
Finance

P007282 INDUSTRIAL CREDfT 7.0 0.3 1981 1987 I PCR S Uncertain M NR NR
Subtotal:, 7.0 0.3

HIth, Nutn & Popultn
P00731l HT- FIRST HEALTH PROJECT 28.2 0.0 1990 I U ISubstantial Risk

Subtotal: 28.2 0.0
1Private Sector Devel

P007309 IRESTRUCTURING & 11.4 2,7 199012000 1 U IU High Risk ES U U N 1 S U
Subtotal. 11.4 2.7 7

P038TL. 3.0 0.2i 1987 1991 I PCR S Uncertain SI NR NR
Subtotal. 3.01 a.2

Social Prot-ectionI
P007321 ECON & SOC FUND 11.3 0.311991 1998 I S S Modest Risk ES S Uncertain S , S S
P041583 EMPLOYMENT GENERATIO 50.0 0.91199611997, 1 S HS Modest Risk EVM S Uncertainuni S S

Subtotal: 61.3 1.2
Transportation

P007270 [HfGHWAY MAINTENANCE 1 26 0.011956 1
P007271 INTERIM HIGHWAY PROJ 1 0.4 0.1| 1963 I

P022NRHRHGWY 10.0 0.0! 1974 1979 I PAR S NR INR4 NR NR
P007273 FOURTH HIGHWAYS ? 0.0 0.0 1975 1979, I PAR S NR NR! NR NR
P007278. IHIGHWAYV/PORTS 15.0, 0.0.1978 1983 I PCR S NR NR NR NR
P007283I PORTS I 11.01 0.0| 1981 1985 1 I PAR U NR IN NR NR
P007285 HIGHWAYS VI 14.0 0.0 19821 1987 I1 PCR U U N NR N::J R

P279 RSR I 0.01 0.0119871 1996 I S |S EVM MU U N UU
P007318 RD MAINT & RHB 50.01 7.9 1995[ A U |S High Risk

Subtotal. 143.0 8.17

Urba n Devtelopment
;007288 URBAN DEVT I (SDR-19 I 21.0, 3.3 19831 19921 1 PCR U U! N NR NR

Subtotal:. 21.01 3.3 1

Water Suipply &, SantnI 
I

0029WTRSPLI66 .0, 19781 198,4 I PAR U NR tNRi NR NR
P007292 PAPRNEWR20. 5 9919 U Substantial Risk ES UU URNE T N I U U

ISublotal:k 26,6 0.51

Grand Total: 629.11 90.0

source: World Bank Business WArthouse, OED and CTR datab-se as of May 24, 200 1.
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Annex Table 8: Bank Senior Management for Haiti, 1990-2001
Country Operations Resident

Year Vice President Country Director Division Chief/Country Manager Representative

1990 S. Shahid Husain Ping-Cheung Loh Gerald Flood n.a.
1991 S. Shahid Husain Ping-Cheung Loh Gerald Flood n.a.
1992 S. Shahid Husain Yoshiaki Abe Christian Delvoie n.a.
1993 S. Shahid Husain Yoshiaki Abe Christian Delvoie n.a.
1994 Shahid Javed Burki Yoshiaki Abe Christian Delvoie n.a.
1995 Shahid Javed Burki Edilberto L. Segura Donna Dowsett-Coirolo n.a.
1996 Shahid Javed Burki Paul Isenman Philippe Nouvel Carolle Car

(to mid-1997) (to mid-1997)
1997 Shahid Javed Burki Orsalia Kalantzopoulos n.a. Carolle Car

(from mid-1997)
1998 Shahid Javed Burki Orsalia Kalantzopoulos n.a. Michael N. Azefor
1999 David de Ferranti Orsalia Kalantzopoulos n.a. Michael N. Azefor
2000 David de Ferranti Orsalia Kalantzopoulos n.a. Michael N. Azefor

2001 David de Ferranti Orsalia Kalantzopoulos Marco Mantovanelia n.a.
Source: The World Bank, various directories
a. Country Manager for Dominican Republic and Haiti



Annex Table 9: International Development Goals
Goal Indicator 1990 1994 1998 1998

_____________________________________El Salvador Honduras B?urkin Canmo rLAr1. Reduce the proportion of people living in extreme Incidence of extreme poverty: people living on less than $1 a day 46.9
poverty by half between 1990 and 2015 (%) .9

2. Enroll all children in primary school by 2015 School enrollment, primary (% net) .. ..

3. Make progress towards gender equality and a. Ratio of girls to boys in primary and secondary school .. .. ..empowering women, by eliminating gender disparities
in primary and secondary education by 2005 b. Ratio of literate females to literate males (15-24 year olds) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0
4. Reduce infant and child mortality rates by two-thirds
between 1990 and 2015 Mortality rate, infant (per 1,000 live births) 85.4 70.5 31.0 35.9 104.0 101.6 30.9
5. Reduce matemal mortality ratios by three-quarters Matemal mortality ratio (per 100,000 live births)
between 1990 and 2015
6. Provide access for all who need reproductive health Contraceptive prevalence (% of women 15-49) 18.6 60.4
services by 2015 Contraeptiveprevalnce (%of woen 15-9) .. 8.6 .. .. .. . 60

7. Implement national strategies for sustainable a. Biodiversity: protected land area .. .. .. ..

development by 2005 so as to reverse the loss of b. Energy efficiency: GDP per unit of energy use 6.5 6.6 .. .. .. ..
environmental resources by 2015 c. C02 emissions, industrial (kg per PPPS of GDP) 0.1 0.0 .. .. .. ..

Source: World Bank SIMA database.
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Haiti: List of People Interviewed

Bank Staff
Orsalia Kalantzopoulos, Country Director
Ali Khadr, Lead Economist and Sector Leader, PREM, LCC3C, Room: 14-101, x87860
Edgardo Favaro, Lead Economist 1997-99
Christian Delvoie, former Division Chief
Philippe Auffret, Country Economist
John Panzer, Country Economist 1997-2000
Naveen Sarna, Country Economist 1995-97

Paul Moreno Lopez, former IDB Country Economist
Axel Peuker, Economist
Joelle Dehasse, Country Officer
Garry Charlier, former Country Officer
Michael Azefor, former Resident Representative
Colin Scott, SDVPC (Post-Conflict Unit)
William Experton, Caribbean Social Sector Leader
Jamil Salmi, former Caribbean Social Sector Leader, TM FAES and Education 5
Judy Baker, Senior Economist, TM Poverty Report
Miriam Schneidman, Sr. Operations Officer, former TM Health project
Girindre Beeharry, Economist, TM Health project, 2000-01
Abdelghani Inal, Senior Highway Engineer, TM Road Maintenance project, 1998- 01
Elizabeth Monosowski, Sr. Environmental Specialist, TM Forests and Parks TA, 2000-01
Thomas (Andy) White, TM Forests and Parks TA project, 1995-99
Nadim Khouri, Senior Natural Resources Management Specialist
Renan Poveda, TM GEF - Biodiversity Enabling Activities Project

IMF:
Eric Verreydt, Senior Economist, Desk Officer, former Resident Representative
Ali Salehizadeh, Senior Economist, Desk Officer

USAID:
Phyllis Forbes, former Mission Director
Alex Newton, Deputy Mission Director
Erin Soto, Head of Democracy Office
Lynn Adrian, health
Sharon Bean, Democracy Office (formerly with International Assoc. for Migration)

US Treasury:
David Bloomgarden, former representative to Haiti, 1996-97

IDB:
David Bloomgarden, Counselor, Office of U.S. ED
Richard Archi, Division Chief
Barbara Szaszkiewica, Senior Advisor
Didier Robert, Country Economist
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Gerard Johnson, Resident Representative
Paul Moreno Lopez, Country Economist, 1994-98

Jorge Perez-Arbeliaz, Office of Evaluation and Oversight

Agence Francaise de Developpement
Didier Robert, former representative to Haiti, 1995-97

Other:
Bob McGuire, Director, Program for Intl. Affairs, Trinity College, Washington, DC
Glenn Smucker, consultant, cultural anthropologist, Wisconsin
Andy White, Forest Trends



Haiti Country Assistance Evaluation
MANAGEMENT ACTION RECORD OF OED RECOMMENDATIONS AND MANAGEMENT RESPONSES

Recommendations Management Response
(i) Any move toward re-engagement In accordance with OED recommendations, the Bank plans to prepare a Transitional Support Strategy (TSS)
should proceed in close coordination beginning in early 2002. The objective of the TSS will be to define Bank assistance to Haiti over a period of
with other donors at all levels: 24 months.
agreement on objectives, determination
of responsibilities in line with The TSS is likely to propose a two-phased approach to re-engagement in Haiti: 1. A first-phase (to last
comparative advantage, and about 6 months) will create the conditions for recovery. This phase should roughly correspond to a phase
establishment of consistent operational covered by an IMF Staff Monitored Program and clearance of arrears with the Bank. Given the history of
procedures on the ground. weak governance/corruption and non-compliance with conditionalities, this phase will be a key test in

assessing the Government commitment to prudent macroeconomic management and improved governance;
(ii) The Bank should approach any re- 2. A second-phase (to last about 18 months) will address economic recovery. Once the conditions for
engagement in Haiti with extreme recovery are restored, the second-phase will seek to build effective public institutions, increase governance
caution. The means of re-engagement and create the environment to revitalize economic activities.
should be presented in a Transitional
Support Strategy paper, with highest The TSS is likely to recommend that the Bank focus on three areas where it has a clear comparative
priority on the reform of governance advantage: 1. Aid coordination the Bank will continue to play a central role in coordinating donor
and institutions. Re-engagement could assistance to Haiti; 2. Policy and technical advice (to be initiated in the second-half of the first-phase). The
be initiated through the use of grants to Bank will cautiously resume assistance in public enterprise restructuring / privatization and reforms aimed at
re-establish a dialogue with the increasing public sector transparency. The Bank will conduct a Poverty Assessment and a Public
government and with civil society. Expenditure Review to improve the effectiveness of donors' assistance. The Bank, IMF and others will assist

the Government in preparing an I-PRSP, which should help increase governance, transparency and strengthen
(iii) The Bank should consider institutions. 3. Financial support the Bank will focus on supporting activities in the social sectors (health
resumed lending only if Haiti meets the and HIV/AIDS, education and basic infrastructure), building effective, accountable, and efficient public
three conditions set by the international institutions, and improving governance. Projects are likely to be for modest amounts focusing on technical
community for re-engagement. Even assistance for public sector reform and community-based development.
then, any lending should be directed
toward piloting activities that could Should progress on a reform agenda and TSS implementation be satisfactory, the Region would prepare a
contribute to institution building, Country Assistance Strategy.
possibly through the use of LILs.
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Report from CODE
Committee on Development Effectiveness

Informal Subcommittee's Report on Haiti Country Assistance Evaluation

1. The Informal Subcommittee (SC) of the Committee on Development Effectiveness met on
January 16, 2002 to discuss the Country Assistance Evaluation (CAE) for Haiti (CODE2001-0100;
CODE2001-0100/1). The SC welcomed the CAE and particularly commended OED for the frankness of
the report.

2. OED remarked that Haiti is one of the poorest countries in the world and is emblematic of the aid
dilemma posed by poor performers. The development impact of the Bank's assistance since 1986 has
been negligible; new lending has been blocked since 1997 by the lack of a functioning parliament, and the
few remaining projects have been cancelled. The outcome of the Bank's assistance program is rated
unsatisfactory, its institutional development impact is negligible, and the sustainability of the few benefits
is rated as unlikely. OED noted that the Bank and other donors erred by offering traditional assistance
without identifying the fundamental barriers to development, and by overwhelming the country's fragile
absorptive capacity. Bank performance has, however, improved in recent years through increasingly
realistic assessments of Haiti's problems. OED stressed that the Bank should approach re-engagement
with Haiti with extreme caution, in the framework of a Transitional Support Strategy (TSS) paper, and
should also explore the possibility of post-conflict grants, an Institutional and Governance Review, and
the preparation of an Interim PRSP. If lending resumes, projects should be small, simple, and well-
defined, with modest objectives that include strengthening organizations and building capacity. Lastly,
OED emphasized that close donor coordination will be crucial for rebuilding Haiti's weak institutional
environment.

3. Management noted that the CAE was a well-balanced report and they agreed with most its
findings and recommendations. The current Bank strategy for Haiti was to prepare a TSS with two
possible scenarios. The "as is" scenario would involve securing grant funding for HIV/AIDS, focusing
on maintaining human capital, particularly preserving educational standards, and building Government or
NGO capacity to monitor the poverty situation in order to keep Bank's poverty data current. The
"improved" scenario would involve re-engagement through IDA lending, but this would only take place
gradually and with great caution to avoid the mistakes of the past, as recommended by OED. The
necessary pre-requisites for this re-engagement would be improved macroeconomic performance,
improvements in governance, and commitments to judicial reform and improving security in the country.

4. The Chair representing Haiti thanked OED for the CAE and hoped that the agreement between
OED and Management could lead to a shared vision on how to proceed with a Bank program in Haiti. He
stressed that it was time to normalize the relationship between Haiti and the Bank. He emphasized the
need to focus on social development and the imperative of developing a pipeline of Bank projects. He
stressed that Haiti had begun important economic reforms such as tightening monetary policy, tax and
fiscal reform, banking sector reform, and privatization and utilities reform. He noted that Haiti was in a
dire situation with 80 percent of the population living under the poverty line and thus, Bank assistance
was crucial.

5. The SC broadly supported the findings of the CAE. Members were pleased to note the
cooperation between OED and Management. One member commended Management on their approach
and the prudent handling of the portfolio. The SC raised the following issues:
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6. Re-engagement with Haiti. The SC generally supported the notion of cautious re-engagement
with Haiti with a focus on institutional capacity building, human development, and fiscal and governance
reform. Speakers stressed the importance of starting modestly with lending activity and only based on
clear commitment and progress from the Government. However, some speakers wondered whether more
could be done to deal with the serious governance and political problems in Haiti. One member stressed
that the Bank should be taking a longer term approach and assisting Haiti with institutional recovery
rather than waiting for political developments to pave the way for engagement on economic reform
programs.

7. LICUS Task Force. Members asked whether the country team was collaborating with the work
being done on poor performing countries by the LICUS Task Force. Management responded that the
Task Force team had been asked to serve as peer reviewers for the TSS.

8. Poverty Alleviation. Some members supported the comments made by the Government in the
CAE Annex and wondered whether it would be possible for the Bank to work on poverty alleviation
issues in Haiti even in the absence of institutional reforms, emphasizing the urgency of the situation in
Haiti. Management responded that they would be undertaking an institutional review as part of the re-
engagement strategy.

9. HIV/AIDS. The SC stressed the importance of working on HIV/AIDS in Haiti noting the extent
of the problem. Members suggested that it would not be realistic for the Bank to successfully work on
HIV/AIDS in the Dominican Republic without working on the same issues in Haiti noting it was a
regional problem that greatly affected Haiti. Management agreed and noted that they were attempting to
begin work on groups at high risk for HIV/AIDS through UNAIDS.

10. Post-Conflict Country. Some speakers questioned whether it was appropriate to categorize
Haiti as a post-conflict country given that the situation was still extremely unstable. One member noted
that Haiti was quite different from other countries in the region and asked whether the country team was
equipped to deal with the particular post-conflict issues in Haiti. Management responded that they were
seconding staff to work on the TSS that had worked in post-conflict situations in smaller countries in
Africa whose experience would be relevant to Haiti.

11. Donor Coordination/Partners. The Subcommittee stressed the importance of strong donor
coordination and also asked whether other donors were following a similar cautious approach vis-i-vis re-
engagement with Haiti. Members also asked about the role of the private sector and NGOs in Haiti and
wondered about their capacity to and comparative advantage in delivering assistance. They stressed the
importance of working through civil society and the private sector in Haiti. Management agreed and
noted that USAID had had good success in working with a number of NGOs and the Bank would also be
following this approach.

12. OED Methodology. Members questioned whether OED had been to Haiti to prepare the CAE.
OED responded that the security situation had not permitted a field mission.

Matthias Meyer
Chairman, CODE Subcommittee

Distribution
Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Bank Group Senior Management
Vice Presidents, Bank, IFC and MIGA
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Government Comments (A)

REPUBUQUE D'HAITI

MINISTERE
DE LA PLANIFICATION

ET DE LA COOPERATION EXTERNE

PALAIS DES MINISTERES
MPCE /SM/A G

REF .. .......5 9 .............

No..................................................... Port-au-Prince, le..... .. E ... . ......... ...
[OriginalLy received by fax on
September 3, 2001]

Madame Afice Galenson
OED
(202) 522 3124
Banque Mondiale
1818 HST. N.W
Washington D.C 2043
USA

Madame,

Merci bien sincèrement de votre aimable lettre du 23 août dernier par laquelle

vous nous avez fait parvenir un projet de rapport « Haïti - Evaluation de la Stratégie

de Coopération ». Nous avons noté que la date limite pour commentaires et

observations est le 21 septembre et nous comptons bien rester dans les délais.

Toutefois étant donné l'importance du sujet et dans le but de nous couvrir de tout

risque en cas de retard de dernière minute dans les mécanismes de transmission, je

m'empresse de vous donner une réaction rapide après première lecture.

Le document est très bon et son premier mérite est d'exister. Après tant de

mois d'indifférence et de récriminations de la Banque envers Haïti, nombreux sont

ceux qui commençaient à se demander si la cassure est définitive. Pour une reprise du
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dialogue et de la coopération, un rapport OED nous apparaît effectivement comme la

bonne formule et du fait qu'il couvre une période de 15 ans, le document se prête bien

à une discussion en profondeur sur une large gamme de problèmes. Nous vous en

exprimons notre satisfaction.

D'une manière générale, le rapport analyse la situation avec lucidité et s'il se

montre parfois d'une extrême sévérité envers Haïti, il n'est pas toujours très

complaisant avec la Banque, ce qui nous rassure sur son objectivité. Pour dévastateur

qu'il soit, le bilan en matière d'instabilité institutionnelle, d' insuffisances du secteur

public, de sous-performance des projets et du rendement de l'aide, est conforme à la

réalité. Par contre, nous ne sommes naturellement pas tout à fait d'accord avec

certaines de vos conclusions notamment sur les options de stratégies minimalistes

envisagées pour l'avenir sur le type du modèle « post conflict ». De même, nous

pensons que si Haïti est depuis 15 ans dans une situation chronique de récession

économique et de crises politiques à répétitions, le pays n'est pour autant en

décomposition. Les réformes entreprises en 1986 sont toujours en place et certaines se

sont consolidées. Nous n'avons pas connu la guerre civile ni enregistré de

déplacements massifs de population qui auraient pu se comparer - même de très loin -

aux exodes massifs de certains pays d'Afrique.

Un autre point de discussion sera votre suggestion de courtcircuitage des

mécanismes traditionnels d'intervention. L' intérêt de la formule, s'agissant de petits

projets sociaux, est certain mais son extension systématique serait contraire à l'objectif

prioritaire du rapport c'est à dire à la bonne gouvernance. Finalement nous sommes

franchement perturbés par l'absence de toute référence à un quelconque PRGF. C'est

pourtant ce à quoi nous travaillons ces temps-ci à la fois comme une voie naturelle de

réduction de l'extrême pauvreté mais aussi comme un test significatif de notre propre

capacité à redresser les déséquilibres, à assurer un large processus participatif et à

relancer les mécanismes d'augmentation de la productivité des secteurs stratégiques.

J'ai distribué le rapport ainsi que la lettre d'accompagnement au

Ministre de l'Economie et des Finances et au Gouverneur de la Banque Centrale en
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demandant de vous faire parvenir directement leurs commentaires. Les nôtres plus

détaillés suivront à bref délai. Entre temps nous vous serions très obligés de nous faire

envover une copie du discours du 1" mai 2001 de Nicholas Stern, un exemplaire de OED

I 7769 volume V et de OED 10080 du 15 novembre 1991. Encore une fois félicitations.

Veuillez, Madame, agréer en même temps que nos remerciements, l'assurance de

mes sentiments les meilleurs.

Mar .
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Government Comments (B)

REPUBUQUE D'HAITI

MINISTERE
DE LA PLANIFICATION

ET DE LA COOPERATION EXTERNE

PALAIS DES MINISTERES

REF .. MPCE/SM/B M8 E F........... ................................
2 6 SEP. 2001No..................5.27 .............. ...... Port-au-Prince, le..................................

Mme Alice GALENSON
OED
(202)5223124
Banque Mondiale
1818 HST. N.W
Washington D.C. 20433
USA

Madame.

Comme prévu à ma lettre du 3 septembre courant, j'ai l'honneur de vous faire
parvenir un texte plus complet de nos réactions au très bon rapport du Département
d'Evaluation des Opérations intitulé « Haïti - Stratégie de Coopération ». J'en avais fait
une assez large diffusion. Le rapport a suscité de l'intérêt et plusieurs Ministres m'ont
fait parvenir leurs commentaires. Je suis désolé que le texte de la réponse intérimaire
vous soit arrivé embrouillé et, comme convenu lors de nos récents entretiens, je vous
envoie celui d'aujourd'hui à la fois par la poste et par e-mail. Je vous en souhaite bonne
réception.

Veuille: croire, Madame, à l'assurance de notre très vive appréciation pour ce
remarquable document et de mes sentiments les meilleurs.

Marc L. BAZIN
Ministre
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NOTES POUR UN DIALOGUE

Re : Haïti - Evaluation de la Stratégie de Coopération

Introduction

Dans une lettre du 3 septembre 2001 à Mme GALENSON, nous avons
déjà dit à quel point le document « Haïti - Evaluation de la Stratégie de
Coopération » représente une étape importante des relations d'Haïti avec la
Banque, et par delà la Banque, avec le reste de la communauté
internationale. Le document interrompt une période de près de 2 ans de
silence, d'arrière-pensées et de récriminations réciproques qui ont atteint le
point de rupture vers lafin de l'année dernière, époque à laquelle la Banque
décidait de fermer le siège de sa représentation en Haïti, de rappeler son
Représentant Résident et de ne garder contact avec Haïti que par le biais de
courtes visites mensuelles d'émissaires à partir de son siège de Santo
Domingo.

Nous interprétons donc la production du rapport comme un signe de
regain d'intérêt de la Banque pour Haïti. De même, du fait que le champ
couvert par le rapport est très large et s'étend non seulement au plan
économique mais aussi social, politique et parfois même historique, et que le
comportement des principaux acteurs, nationaux et internationaux, est passé
au crible des 15 dernières années, le document a un grand potentiel
opérationnel. Il dépasse le stade de l'évaluation critique du passé et dégage
des pistes d'action pour l'avenir à court, moyen et long terme. Il s'agit donc
d'un travail sérieux, en profondeur, dont la difficulté et la délicatesse n'ont
pas découragé les auteurs. Et si, malgré la diversité des sujets abordés et la
profondeur de l'analyse, quelqu'un pouvait avoir le moindre doute sur
l'ambition du document et sa portée, il lui suffirait de jeter un coup d'œil sur
la liste de celles des personnes extérieures à la Banque qui ont été
consultées. Dans cette liste, on retrouve beaucoup de gens qui ont travaillé
sur Haïti en Haïti même et qui, vis-à-vis des problèmes de notre pays, ont
accumulé une grande expérience pratique, acquise sur le terrain, et ont
souvent montré, pour Haïti et le peuple haïtien, sympathie et compréhension.
Nous apprécions aussi que la Banque ait pris le temps - et la peine - d'une
bonne traduction enfrançais.
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C'est donc avec un esprit ouvert et sans le moindre penchant au
procès d'intention que ce texte est écrit. Nous ne voulons pas d'une guerre
des textes. Au contraire. Nous voulons que le nôtre aide la Banque à
prolonger et à compléter sa propre réflexion, soit en plaçant les faits sous
un éclairage différent, soit en apportant des éléments nouveaux
d'information, soit en posant des questions qui inciteraient la Banque à
clarifier sa position. En fait, c'est à dessein que notre texte s'intitule « Notes
pour un Dialogue » et non pas « Réponse à la Banque ».

« Notes pour un Dialogue » est en trois parties :

Dans une première partie, nous procèderons à un survol du texte de
la Banque et l'assortirons de commentaires qui seront regroupés sous deux
chapeaux:

1. Les points sur lesquels nous sommes d'accord avec le rapport
2. Les points sur lesquels nous souhaiterions obtenir des clarifications

Dans une deuxième partie, nous engagerons un débat sur 3 questions:

- L'interprétation de la Country Assistance Strategy de 1996
- Haïti est-elle en état de décomposition ?
- La question de la gouvernance

Dans une troisième partie, nous ferons une analyse critique des
conclusions et des implications opérationnelles du rapport. Nous établirons
que le rapport, sur le plan opérationnel, se caractérise par une attitude de
« wait and see », laquelle est peu conforme à la vocation et à la politique
déclarée de la Banque et ne sert pas bien les intérêts d'Haïti, un pays qui se
doit absolument, pour rester viable, de réduire d'urgence la pauvreté.
Autrement, ce sera boat people, sida et trafic de drogue. Nous ferons donc
des propositions pour une approche alternative et en guise de conclusion
nous demanderons la convocation rapide d'un Groupe Consultatif pour
Haïti.

2
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PREMIERE PARTIE: UN SURVOL

Nous dégagerons d'abord:

A. Les Points d'accord

Nous pensons que la description de la situation politique, économique
et sociale des 15 dernières années est factuellement correcte et est présentée
de manière équilibrée, notamment sur le fait qu'il s'agit d'une période de
faible performance et de faillite des accords avec le FMI Le bilan des prêts,
du point de vue de leur capacité à produire des effets durables sur la longue
période, est effectivement quasi nul. Le bilan du FAES est mitigé, notamment
sur le plan de la décentralisation et du processus participatif Le projet de
création d'emplois a eu un faible impact institutionnel. Le ERC de 1987 a
pêché par un manque choquant de volet social. Mais il y a pire. La
précipitation avec laquelle l'effort de libéralisation a été conduit vous a valu
à la fois diminution des recettes fiscales, aggravation du chômage et
tensions sociales. La productivité n'en a pas pour autant augmenté. Les
exportations non plus.

Sur le plan des ressources humaines, personne de raisonnable ne peut
mettre en cause le diagnostic du rapport sur la détresse des secteurs
éducation et santé, même si en matière de santé, des résultats encourageants
ont été enregistrés et auxquels le rapport ne rend pas assez justice. (voir plus
loin)

Le déclin de l'agriculture n'est pas discutable et les projets financés
par la Banque n'ont pas réussi à ralentir - voire à enrayer - ce déclin.

La détérioration des infrastructures physiques et les carences de
gestion ont atteint des niveaux critiques en matière de routes, certainement
mais aussi en matière d'électricité, d'eau, de téléphone, de port et
d'aéroport, autant de services publics dont il est devenu urgent d'augmenter
la productivité. La SFI - ni non plus AMGI -n'est parvenue à entraîner une
augmentation de l'investissement privé.

S'agissant de la mobilisation des ressources et de la coordination de
l'aide, c'est bien vrai que le groupe consultatif de 1997 a été un succès mais
c'est vrai aussi que la coordination des aides, notamment du point de vue du

3
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manque de cohérence des actions des ONG par rapport aux plans du
gouvernement, est resté un fait.

Pour finir sur le chapitre des points d'accord, il faut relever que
même si, par sa brutalité et son réalisme, la contre proposition factuelle du
para. 3.6 est de nature à jeter le trouble et la confusion dans tout esprit
soucieux de coopération internationale pour le développement, on ne peut
malheureusement pas en contester le bien fondé. Les responsabilités, dit le
rapport, sont partagées. C'est vrai. Mais peut-on mettre sur le même plan
une institution mondiale disposant de moyens sans limites et un pays sous-
développé comme Haïti, pauvre parmi les pauvres ?

B. Points qui mériteraient clarification

Sous cette rubrique, nous distinguerons ce qui nous apparaît comme:

i. une contradiction apparente
ii. des erreurs de fait

i)Une contradiction apparente

Au paragraphe 5.3, ont lit « Alors que dans certains pays peu
performants, de modiques apports de fonds peuvent catalyser le
redémarrage du développement, ce n'est pas le cas d'Haïti ». Au
paragraphe 5.4, on lit « La Banque pourrait commencer par faire appel à
son fonds post-conflit, qui peut accorder des dons à concurrence de 2
millions de dollars. L'utilisation de ces ressources pourrait fournir le
moyen de rétablir un dialogue sérieux avec le gouvernement et de contribuer
à la création de l'environnement nécessaire à la reprise des activités de
prêt ».

Ou bien il y a une nuance qui nous échappe, ou bien le rapport, sur ce
point très important, dit une chose et son contraire. Les deux assertions
mériteraient, à notre avis, d'être clarifiées et réconciliées.

ii) des erreurs defait

Au registre des erreurs factuelles, on notera:
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a) La référence au fait que « 60.000 à 70.000 autres personnes sont
désormais dans la situation de réfugiés » (para. 1.7) et que « beaucoup
d'Haïtiens ont émigré depuis 1994 ». De l'une comme de l'autre
observations, nous ne retrouvons trace dans aucune publication sérieuse.

b) De même, nous avons relevé (para 2.10) que, pour le rapport, « la
situation d'Haïti reste assez saine à l'heure actuelle » dans le domaine
budgétaire. Dommage, mais cela n'est pas tout àfait juste.

c) En ce qui concerne la Bank of Nova Scotia (para 2.26) elle ne jouit
pas en Haïti du même « vaste réseau de succursales et de filiales » dont,
d'après le rapport, elle bénéficie dans le reste de la Caraïbe. Ici , en 2000,
la Scotiabank vient au 10ree rang pour l'actif total (2.72%) et au 11° èe rang
pour les prêts bruts (2.65% du total) et n'a aucune succursale en province.
Si effectivement la SFI devait s'en tenir au postulat que le rayonnement de la
Scotia peut servir de relais utile à ses interventions en Haiti, le champ
d'action de la SFI pourrait, dans la pratique, se révéler moins étendu
qu'escompté.

d) Enfin, nous signalerons une omission : le rapport ne rend pas
justice à certaines des réalisations du Ministère de la Santé Publique et de
la Population, notamment au succès du Programme de Médicaments
Essentiels et à la stabilité de l'infection VIH/SIDA (passage du taux de

prévalence nationale de 5.8% à 4.6%).

DEUXIEME PARTIE: UN DEBA T SUR TROIS QUESTIONS

Nous les aborderons par ordre d'importance croissante :

1. La lecture de la Country Assistance Strategy de 1996
2. L'assertion que Haïti serait un pays en décomposition
3. La question de la gouvernance

1) La lecture du Country Assistance Strategy de 1996

Notre lecture de la CAS 1996 diffère à beaucoup d'égards de celle du
rapport. Le rapport dit: « c'est l'établissement d'une stratégie formelle de
coopération (CAS), en 1996, qui a marqué le retour à l'objectiffondamental
de lutte contre la pauvreté (visé par le biais des filets de sécurité et de
services sociaux améliorés)... »(para 2.3)
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En fait, la Banque, à l'instar de la plupart des donateurs, s'était
abstenue de prêter à Haïti entre 1991 et 1994. Pour toute la période 1995 -
1999, l'engagement social de la Banque n'a été que de $ 25 millions en
moyenne par an, nettement en-dessous de ce que l'on était en droit
d'espérer, tout au moins en égard aux conclusions du rapport « les Défis de
la Pauvreté ».

Pour ce qui est de la croissance économique, les prévisions
d'investissements susceptibles de financement par l'aide extérieure sur la
période 1997 - 2005 s'établissaient, selon la Banque, à hauteur de 9% du
PIB. Pour un pays à l'épargne faible, qui sortait à peine d'une période où
40% du revenu avait été perdu en 3 ans et avait vu ses infrastructures se
dégrader considérablement, des investissements publics de l'ordre de 9% du
PIB n'avaient aucune chance d'imprimer à la croissance un quelconque
élan significatif En fait, cet élan n'a pas eu lieu, l'augmentation de l'activité
économique enregistrée bon an mal an, depuis 1995, n'a pas encore permis
de retrouver le niveau de 1991, en sorte que depuis 10 ans Haïti est en
phase d'éternel rattrapage.

Le dialogue sur la pauvreté n'a pas eu vraiment lieu, sauf sous la
forme d'une mission de la Banque, laquelle d'ailleurs avait mis l'accent
davantage sur l'étendue de la pauvreté que sur les moyens de la réduire. De
même, on s'explique mal que, en 1995, la banque se soit abstenue de tout
engagement sous forme d'un quelconque prêt, soit d'ajustement structurel,
soit d'ajustement sectoriel, laissant intégralement le siège du conducteur au
seul Fonds Monétaire International.

Contrairement à l'assertion du rapport, la CAS n'a pas « marqué le
retour à l'objectiffondamental de lutte contre la pauvreté ». En tout cas,
disons que les moyens par lesquels la Banque entendait mettre en œuvre la
stratégie de réduction de la pauvreté en Haïti n'apparaissent pas
clairement, ni dans le document lui-même, ni non plus dans les accords de
prêts et les documents qui l'ont accompagné et suivi.

2) Haiti : un pays en décomposition ?

Une autre question sur laquelle nous souhaiterions engager une
discussion avec la Banque est l'idée que Haïti serait un pays en
décomposition.
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Pour le Larousse, décomposition peut s'entendre de 2façons : ou bien
séparation de quelque chose en ses éléments constituants, i.e. analyse, ou
bien au sens de l'altération d'une substance organique, i.e. putréfaction. Le
contexte n'autorise pas la première interprétation. La réalité ne justifie pas
la seconde.

Notre reflexion s'articule en 2 points:

1. Haïti est un pays qui fait face à de grandes
difficultés

2. Haïti n'est pas un pays en décomposition

A. Haïti fait face à de grandes difficultés

Nous ne reviendrons pas sur l'instabilité politique à laquelle le
rapport, et à juste titre, consacre de longs développements. Ni non plus sur
les péripéties de la démocratisation, dont le plus récent épisode - les
élections du 21 mai - aboutit à la paralysie du pays.

Pour faire bonne mesure nous ajouterons, au passif, l'existence de
grands déséquilibres macro économiques, des deficits budgétaires
considérables, une inflation très élevée, lesquels conduisent à une politique
monétaire dont le résultat net est de pousser les taux d'intérêts à des taux
insensés, de déprimer l'investissement, de décourager la création d'emplois,
de diminuer le revenu par tête et d'aggraver la pauvreté. Egalement nous
admettons que de nombreux secteurs de production-clé sont inefficients, non
compétitifs, fournissent des services aléatoires, et à un coût hors de
proportion avec la qualité, ce qui pénalise l'investissement et le
consommateur, ralentit la croissance, pendant que, pour sa part, la
population augmente de 2% par an, limitant ainsi les opportunités d'emplois
pour les jeunes, polarisant etfractionnalisant encore davantage la société.

Sur le plan des institutions, la police est jeune et inexpérimentée. La
sécurité physique est menacée. La sécurité des transactions n'est pas
garantie. Le système judiciaire est inadéquat et manque de moyens. Les
avocats et les juristes s'adaptent aux deficiences du système et contribuent,
malgré eux, à en aggraver les defauts. Beaucoup de comptables faussent les
bilans et les banques ont du mal à s 'y retrouver. Elles prêtent peu. Elles
prêtent cher. L'activité économique ne génère donc pas assez de profits pour
alimenter le fisc en recettes. A la moindre remontée des taux d'intérêts aux
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Etats Unis, les capitaux haïtiens fuient en masse et reviennent rarement. La
corruption s'étend à de nombreux secteurs. Même les directeurs d'écoles
délivrent des certificats de complaisance. C'est là un lourd bilan, que nous
sommes les premiers à admettre. Nous n'en sommes donc que plus à l'aise
pour soutenir que Haïti n'est pas pour autant en état de décomposition.

B. Haïti n'est pas en état de décomposition

Haïti est une société homogène, ethniquement et culturellement.
Malgré nos divisions, nous n'avons pas connu de guerre civile depuis
bientôt 100 ans. Aucun groupe n'est en rébellion contre l'Etat. Le capital
social est considérable. La diaspora transfert aux environs de $400 millions
par an (chiffre officiel) vers Haïti. La solidarité familiale est forte. La presse
est libre, le pluralisme politique autorisé.

Les investissements étrangers ne sont pas expropriés. Ils sont
encouragés. Le commerce est ouvert. Aucun pays d'Amérique Latine et de la
Caraïbe, à part peut-être le Chili et le Panama, ne jouit d'un régime
commercial aussi libéral que celui d'Haïti. Sous le régime actuel de
structure tarifaire, le tarif moyen simple est de 5% et sur plus de la moitié
des 1600 positions tarifaires, le taux est zéro. A noter que la libéralisation
du régime de commerce, loin de se détériorer, n'a fait que se raffermir et se
consolider sur les 15 dernières années. Le régime de taux de change est
parfaitement flexible et le taux de change de la gourde par rapport au dollar
évolue librement, au gré des conditions du marché.

La dette extérieure est faible. L'encours ne dépasse pas 30% du PIB.
Le service par rapport au PIB n'est que de 1% et de 11% rapporté aux
exportations. Le poids de la dette, en valeur présente nette, n'est que de
13.7% du PIB, ce qui, si on ne s'en tenait qu'aux seuls critères
d'endettement, disqualifierait Haïti au plan du Poverty Reduction and
Growth Facility et de l'accès au mécanisme de Highly Indebted Poor
Countries. C'est dire que l'effort de libéralisation s'est opéré pratiquement
sans un niveau décent d'aide extérieure et que, comme nous le disions plus
haut, le prix payé par Haïti pour l'entrée en globalisation, compte tenu en
particulier de l'inadéquation des ressources humaines et physiques, est très
élevé, notamment en termes d'aggravation du chômage, de détérioration du
pouvoir d'achat, d'approfondissement des inégalités et de baisse de la
production alimentaire par tête.
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D'autres indices statistiques montrent que Haïti n'est pas un corps en
voie d'altération. On les trouve -- d'ailleurs assez curieusement, -- à
l'Annexe A (page 35)du rapport. En effet, le tableau fait apparaître sur la
période 1997 - 2000, aussi bien sur le plan de la qualité institutionnelle, de
la pauvreté, du secteur financier, du cadre de secteur privé, de la situation
des femmes et même sur le plan des politiques fiscale et économique, très
peu de cas de régression. Bien sûr, les notes ne sont pas toujours très
élevées. On trouve des B et des C. Il n'y a que très, très peu de D. Il y a
des A et il existe même beaucoup de I i.e. (Improvement). En particulier, on
note de sérieuses améliorations notamment sur les plans de la réduction de
l'inflation, de l'augmentation de l'épargne sur les taux de mortalité
infantile, de l'alphabétisation, de l'accès aux soins de santé, du ratio crédit
domestique/PIB, du ratio investissement privé/PIB, de la croissance même
du PIB, du taux de fertilité.'

En fait, quand on pense à toutes les péripéties que l'histoire a
accumulées sur la route d'Haïti (les guerres civiles, le lourd service de la
dette de l'Indépendance dans le temps même où toutes les bases de
production avaient été détruites, une Constitution en moyenne tous les 5 ans,
les occupations étrangères, les embargos, , la pratique des interruptions
fréquentes de l'aide étrangère, la volatilité des cours des matières
premières, l'impact négatif des premiers essais précipités d'intégration à
l'économie mondiale, sans oublier les ouragans, les cyclones et les
inondations, lesquels, à intervalles réguliers, ont détruit les plantations,
décimé le paysage humain et exterminé le bétail, on se dit que c'est miracle
qu'un tel pays tienne encore debout, faiblement sans doute, mais déterminé
à se battre pour se relever tout à fait.

3.La question de la Gouvernance

Si, au lecteur le plus distrait, on demandait de résumer d'un mot, un
seul, l'intégralité du rapport, il ne pourrait que dire: gouvernance. Ce mot
est partout. C'est l'alpha et l'oméga du raisonnement. Bref c'est très
simple: ou gouvernance, ou pas d'aide de la Banque Mondiale. Eh bien !
Nous sommes d'accord. La gouvernance est une nécessité. Mais nous avons
2 séries de questions :

1 Nous n'avons pas retenu comme méritant discussion le tableau 2 de la page 27, sa grande
faiblesse étant d'avoir introduit dans la série les 3 années 92-94, années peu orthodoxes, dont une seule
aurait déjà suffi à fausser les moyennes de la période.
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La gouvernance, comment ?

La gouvernance, dans quel délai? En attendant la gouvernance, que
fait-on ? Rien ? Est-ce viable ?

1. La gouvernance est une nécessité car la demande de gouvernance
est générale. Les parlements demandent des comptes. Les jeunes sans travail
incriminent et dénoncent la corruption. Les maires et les élus locaux
soupirent après départementalisation, déconcentration et décentralisation.
Les institutions religieuses, les associations de droits de l'homme réclament
justice. Les milieux d'affaires veulent que les mêmes règles s'appliquent
également à tous, sans discrimination d'aucune sorte, globalisation et
compétitivité exigent. Les bureaucraties incompétentes et surpeuplées sont
partout remises en question. La société civile, de plus en plus active,
réclame sa place à la table des décisions. Et le concept de participation s'est
à ce point imposé comme instrument d'appropriation collective du processus
de prise de décision sur les grandes questions d'intérêt national, qu'il fait
désormais partie de la panoplie des conditionnalités des institutions
financières internationales.

Et puis, on voit bien, en Haïti comme ailleurs, que la gouvernance,
entendue au sens d'institutions fonctionnelles, participatives, transparentes,
sécurisantes, est une condition nécessaire du développement économique
puisque seule une bonne gouvernance garantit la confiance des citoyens
dans l'Etat, l'efficacité des marchés, la sécurité des transactions et le
respect des règles du pluralisme politique. En Haïti, comme ailleurs, et de
plus en plus, la demande de gouvernance est donc comprise, acceptée et
bien perçue.

1. Ceci dit, la gouvernance comment et dans quel délai?

Contrairement à ce que suggère le rapport, le gouvernement Haïtien
et la communauté internationale n'ont pas, en 1994, été insensibles au
besoin de réformes pour la gouvernance. Réforme de la fonction publique,
réforme de la justice, réforme de la police, réforme de l'éducation, réforme
fiscale, réforme des systèmes de santé, réforme de V'intermédiation
financière, réforme du commerce, réforme du régime des prix, indépendance
de la Banque Centrale, règles prudentielles, sans oublier les élections à
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répétitions et la mise en place d'institutions relais de la démocratie
libérale représentative, nombreux ont été à l'époque les projets de réformé
des institutions. Ce n'est pas le lieu, ni le moment, de dresser un bilan de ces
projets de réformes. Mais le seul fait que le rapport revienne -- on dirait
obsessionnellement -- sur le thème de la gouvernance, suffirait à établir que
lesdits projets de réformes pour la plupart n'ont pas été des succès.

Pourquoi tant d'échecs ? Les conflits d'intérêts entre groupes sociaux
seraient-ils plus aigus ici qu'ailleurs ? L'inégalité de poids entre les acteurs
de la demande de gouvernance et l'offre serait-elle un handicap sans
remèdes ? Le problème est-il la capacité d'organisation des acteurs à agir
collectivement ? Quel rôle pour la société civile, quelque définition qu'on
adopte du concept et du rôle des acteurs qui se rangent sous ce label ? Qui
gagne aux réformes, qui perd, et comment dédommager les perdants ? Le
« timing » était-il simplement mal choisi, le décor insuffisamment préparé
ou bien l'échec haïtien marque-t-il les limites de la théorie de la « lune de
miel » ? Ces questions-là ont-elles été examinées ?

La raison pour laquelle il faut rechercher les causes des échecs des
réformes jusqu'ici tentées est que un nouvel échec, et dans les circonstances
d'aujourd'hui, serait, du point de vue de la coopération d'Haïti avec la
communauté internationale, une véritable rupture, et cette fois-ci
probablement pour longtemps. Il faut donc faire un bilan et ne pas
s'embarquer à nouveau dans un train de réformes sans tirer les leçons du
passé récent, d'autant plus que le verdict du rapport est clair : gouvernance
= coopération et pas de gouvernance = pas de coopération. Cette stratégie
du tout ou rien, tout de suite, n'est pas à notre avis, une bonne chose. Nous
allons donc enfaire une analyse critique et proposer une alternative.

TROISIEME PARTIE- LES IMPLICATIONS OPERATIONNELLES
DU RAPPORT: UNE ANALYSE CRITIQUE ET UNE APPROCHE
ALTERNA TIVE

A. Une analyse critique

Le rapport note que la communauté internationale « a fixé trois
conditions pour la reprise des programmes en faveur d'Haïti : règlement de
la crise politique, stabilité macroéconomique, et engagement des autorités
de mener les réformes sectorielles essentielles ». En attendant, il s'agira
pour la Banque « d'aborder toute reprise de ses programmes en Haïti avec
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la plus grande prudence. Les moyens envisagés pour cela devront être
présentés dans un document de stratégie d'appui transitoire donnant la
priorité essentielle à la réforme de la gestion publique et des institutions ».

Nous supposons, pour la commodité du raisonnement et dans l'intérêt
bien compris d'Haïti, que les deux premières conditions - règlement de la
crise politique et stabilité macroéconomique - sont satisfaites. Nous
réaffirmons à nouveau notre profonde conviction que les réformes sont
indispensables à la croissance. Nous sommes d'accord avec l'idée d'un
document de stratégie d'appui transitoire. L'important pour nous, ce n'est
pas la durée mais le contenu du document et ce que le rapport appelle
« priorité essentielle ». Or, pour le rapport, la priorité « essentielle », c'est
la gouvernance.

La gouvernance, tout le monde de sait, est entreprise de longue
haleine. Avec la meilleure volonté du monde, on sait quand on la commence,
on ne sait pas quand on la finit. Or, la pauvreté, en Haïti n'a plus le temps
d'attendre. Pire. Plus elle dure et s'approfondit, plus difficiles seront les
réformes. Nous pensons que l'approche minimaliste adoptée par le rapport
et qui consiste à dire « on donne $2 millions et on attend les réformes,
comme cela s'il n 'y a pas de réformes, on n'aura pas perdu grand chose »--
n'est pas conforme à la vocation et à la politique déclarée de la Banque
Mondiale et ne sert pas bien les intérêts d'Haïti, un pays qui se doit, toutes
affaires cessantes, de s'atteler à réduire la pauvreté pour être un pays
viable. A défaut, ce sera boat people, sida et trafic de drogue.

L'approche proposée par le rapport contient en elle-même les germes
de son échec. Elle entend protéger la Banque d'un risque qui n'existe pas. A
un moment où le Président BUSH n'hésite pas à recommander à la Banque
de faire des dons - et non pas des prêts - aux pays vraiment pauvres, la voie
de « la plus grande prudence » que préconise le rapport serait, pour Haïti,
une voie sans issue. Et sans objet. Car on voit mal de quels risques la
Banque voudrait se protéger en Haïti. D'une part, les montants qui nous
sont généralement prêtés sont relativement peu élevés, au regard aussi bien
des besoins d'Haïti que des moyens de la Banque. De plus, l'institution, à
tout moment, garde la possibilité de suspendre les déboursements. D'un
autre côté, une stratégie de saupoudrage sur de petites opérations
symboliques dans le temps même où la Banque se croiserait les bras et se
confinerait dans une attitude passive de « wait and see » ne ferait que
prolonger entre l'institution et notre pays le climat actuel de malaise et
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d'insatisfaction réciproque. Un tel climat n'inciterait pas aux sacrifices
qu'appellent les réformes.

B. Une proposition alternative

C'est pourquoi nous voudrions suggérer une autre approche, basée
sur la confiance retrouvée, et non pas sur le doute persistant. Cette
approche consisterait à diviser en deux parties les rapports entre la Banque
et Haïti. Il y aurait, d'un côté, un Agenda Social, de l'autre, un Agenda
Economique. Le premier, l'Agenda Social serait plus urgent et
commencerait immédiatement. Le second, l'Agenda Economique serait plus
espacé dans le temps. Chaque Agenda porterait le poids de ses propres
conditionnalités.

Il y a six raisons pour lesquelles nous voudrions opérer une telle
distinction :

1. En Haïti, la pauvreté n'a pas le temps d'attendre. Elle a
atteint un tel niveau qu'elle génère sa propre pauvreté.
La faim pousse à la destruction de l'environnement,
laquelle réduit la productivité des terres. L'incertitude
sur l'avenir et l'absence de protection sociale incitent à
l'accroissement démographique, lequel réduit le revenu
par tête.

2. S'attaquer directement à la pauvreté est le moyen le plus
expéditif pour augmenter les revenus parce que les
pauvres, ici plus que partout ailleurs, compte tenu des
déficiences physiques et des déficits du savoir, sont
durement confrontés aux imperfections du marché,
notamment par le manque d'information, le manque
d'accès aux services sociaux, au crédit et sont dès lors
incapables de tirer le parti optimum de leur force de
travail et d'augmenter leur productivité.

3. L'état d'impréparation des structures économiques et
sociales est tel, et telle la tradition d'instabilité politique
et d'incertitude sur l'irréversibilité des politiques, qu'il
est peu raisonnable d'espérer que les investissements -
notamment privés - qui devraient normalement concourir
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à la croissance, se matérialiseront à temps et en volume
suffisant, même après que la gouvernance se sera
améliorée substantiellement. A quoi il convient d'ajouter
que la relation entre le financement international des
dépenses d'investissements publics et la disponibilité de
l'investissement privé à prendre des risques, est, en Haïti,
extrêmement étroite.

4. De là, il suit qu'aucune réforme, même acquise au prix le
plus élevé, ne sera socialement soutenable aussi
longtemps que le fossé entre le succès des réformes et
l'augmentation du niveau de formation de capital fixe
n'aura pas été comblé. Ce serait le cercle infernal. Pas
de réformes, pas d'investissements. Réformes non suivies
d'investissements, insoutenabilité des réformes. Les
réformes ne déboucheront donc pas sur la croissance.

5. Le taux auquel il faudrait que la croissance économique
s'élève sur les dix prochaines années pour qu'on
enregistre une réduction significative du niveau de
pauvreté, alors surtout que la population augmente de
2% par an, est, dans l'état prévisible de l'épargne
nationale et de la disponibilité de l'épargne étrangère,
hors d'atteinte.

6. Finalement, nous pensons que Dollar (2000) a raison:
Haïti est bien « un exemple extrême de pays pris dans un
cercle vicieux où le chômage, les inégalités et le faible
niveau d'instruction alimentent le mépris des lois et la
violence; à partir de là, l'économie a du mal à
progresser et à créer des emplois, ce qui ne fait que
perpétuer le chômage et les inégalités » (para 1.9).
Toutefois, et contrairement au rapport, nous pensons que
si les réformes sont nécessaires-voire indispensables -
ce serait un pari déraisonnable de mettre dans le même
panier, à la fois lutte contre la pauvreté et réformes
institutionnelles, et d'assortir les unes comme les autres

de la même famille de conditionnalités.
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A. L'AGENDA SOCIAL

L'Agenda Social aurait pour objectif majeur et immédiat d 'entamer la
lutte contre la pauvreté. Il comporterait trois volets.

- Un premier volet consisterait à mettre en place des politiques visant à
augmenter les opportunités d'emplois et d'augmentation de revenus pour les
pauvres en particulier par la promotion du développement rural, par des
mesures d'encouragement à la petite et moyenne entreprise, l'extension du
système coopératif et de micro crédits.

- Un second volet de l'Agenda Social porterait sur l'augmentation des
capacités productives des pauvres notamment par l'élargissement des
conditions d'accès à l'éducation, aux services de santé, à l'eau potable et à
la nutrition notamment pour les groupes vulnérables, et aussi contre le
SIDA.

- Un troisième consisterait à augmenter la protection des pauvres
notamment les groupes vulnérables contre la maladie, le manque de revenus
et les catastrophes naturelles.

Chacune de ces actions s'accompagnerait d'objectifs chiffrés à
l'horizon 2010, et d'un plan de financement.

Les structures de réalisation des objectifs seraient spécifiques à
l'Agenda Social et échapperaient aux mécanismes traditionnels
d'intervention. Nous proposons la création d'un Fonds de Réduction de la
Pauvreté. Ce Fonds aurait vocation plus large que le FAES. Il serait coiffé
par un Conseil d'Administration. Le Conseil serait composé de
représentants de l'Etat, de représentants d'institutions financières
internationales, d'ONG, de la Société civile et des collectivités locales. Les
ressources du Fonds proviendraient de chacun des membres du Conseil. Le
Conseil se réunirait au moins deux fois par an. Il approuverait le
programme du Fonds, le budget, nommerait le Directeur Général et
regrouperait sous un seul chapeau l'ensemble des opérations actuellement
dispersées sur l'ensemble du territoire et menées par des acteurs multiples,
et avec des procédures différentes. Le Fonds de Réduction de la Pauvreté
pourrait, à mesure des besoins, notamment en matière de décentralisation,
créer d'autres fonds, selon l'objet et selon la structure d'intervention au
plan local, municipal, départemental.

15
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Le fait que l'action pour réduire la pauvreté doive être considérée
comme la priorité des priorités et qu'il convient, vu l'urgence, de la tenir en
dehors du champ de préoccupations de l'Agenda Economique, ne signifie
absolument que l'aide internationale qui l'accompagnerait échapperait à
toute sorte de conditionnalités. Pas du tout. Par contre, il s'agirait de
conditionnalités ad hoc, dont le principal critère serait qu'elles concourent
directement au succès de l'action de lutte contre la pauvreté, plutôt qu'elles
ne la contrarieraient inutilement.

Parmi ces conditionnalités possibles, nous citons:

- L'établissement de liens étroits entre les financements extérieurs et la
promotion de la plus large participation de tous les secteurs à l'effort
d'intégration sociale et économique des pauvres.

- La mise en place de structures de décentralisation fonctionnelles et la
délégation de toute l'autorité nécessaire aux acteurs de terrain, le plus bas
possible en amont.

- Une augmentation substantielle de la contribution de l'Etat aux
dépenses d'éducation, de santé et de nutrition.

- La réalisation d'un Sommet National et d'un Dialogue National sur
une stratégie globale de réduction de la pauvreté.

B. L'A GENDA ECONOMIQUE

De la même façon que réduire la pauvreté augmente la croissance, ne
serait-ce que par le simple fait de l'augmentation des capacités productives
des pauvres, à l'inverse on ne peut pas réduire durablement la pauvreté sans
la croissance économique, le ratio d'augmentation du revenu des pauvres
par rapport à la croissance étant de 1 pour 1. Il n'y aura donc pas de
croissance, ni par suite de réduction à terme de la pauvreté, si n'augmentent
pas les investissements - privés et publics - dans l'infrastructure physique
(ports, routes, télécommunications, tourisme, construction, développement
agricole, irrigation, production d'électricité, promotion des investissements
privés, promotion des exportations).

16
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Dans la stratégie que nous préconisons, l'Agenda Economique, traité
en dehors de l'Agenda Social, aurait un calendrier plus étalé dans le temps.
Les .conditionnalités de l'aide internationale seraient dorénavant mieux
adaptées à la véritable nature des objectifs poursuivis. Citons notamment,
parmi les conditionnalités envisageables :

- La réalisation des exigences d'éligibilité au financement prévu
sous le programme des pays pauvres hautement endettés et
d'accès au mécanisme de Poverty Reduction and Growth
Facility

- La réforme du secteur public, y compris de l'appareil
judiciaire, de la police, des entreprises publiques, des méthodes
de gestion des comptes publics, la poursuite de réforme de la
Fonction Publique, la réforme de la Réforme Agraire

- La poursuite vigoureuse de la lutte contre le trafic des
stupéfiants

- Le renforcement des mesures destinées à élargir l'assiette
fiscale, à améliorer le recouvrement, à réduire le déficit
budgétaire, réduire l'inflation, éliminer les arriérés, augmenter
les réserves internationales nettes

- Association étroite du secteur privé (Chambres de Commerce et
d'Industrie notamment) au processus décisionnel en matière de
cadre d'incitation aux investissements, de création d'emplois,
de promotion des exportations et d'attraction d'investissements
étrangers directs

- Un niveau adéquat d'assistance technique dans tous les
secteurs

Le cadre institutionnel serait celui de l'Etat de droit, de l'Etat
stratège, régulateur, transparent, décentralisé, compétent, efficace et
sécuritaire.

Les objectifs de croissance seraient à la hausse. Et termes réels, le
PIB passerait d'une moyenne de 2% par an entre 1997 - 2000 à une
moyenne de 4% sur 2002 - 2005, soit le double du taux d'accroissement de
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la population, ce qui devrait permettre une certaine amélioration du revenu
par la tête, à la condition, rappelons-le, que la gourde arrête de se
détériorer par rapport au dollar et que les prix cessent d'augmenter
inconsidérément.

Le financement des investissements pour la croissance proviendrait à
la fois des ressources libérées par le PRGF, de l'épargne, publique autant
que privée, nationale et étrangère, et de l'aide publique extérieure officielle.
L'épargne nationale passerait d'une moyenne de 3.7% du PIB sur la
période 1997 - 2000 à une moyenne de plus de 6.5% sur 2002 - 2005.
L'investissement également enregistrerait une progression passant en

moyenne de 10.5% du PIB pour 1997- 2000 à 14.5% pour 2002 - 2005.

Même s'il est difficile, à ce stade, de prévoir la part de ressources que
le PRGF pourrait rendre disponibles, nous estimons que l'épargne
extérieure sur 2002 - 2005, en supposant satisfaites ou en voie de solution
satisfaisante les trois conditions posées par le rapport pour une reprise
normalisée des relations d'Haïti avec la communauté internationale, ne
pourraient pas, au pire, être inférieures à une moyenne de 8.2% du PIB par
an entre 2002 - 2005 par rapport à une moyenne de 6.8% par an sur 1997 -
2000, la composante majeure de l'augmentation de l'épargne extérieure sur
la période portant essentiellement sur l'investissement étranger direct,
lequel passerait d'une moyenne de pratiquement 0.1% du PIB pour 97 - 00
à 3% sur 2002 - 2005.

CONCLUSION

En guise de conclusion, nous voudrions suggérer que la Banque
organise dans le meilleur délai possible à sa convenance une réunion de
Groupe Consultatif pour Haïti. Le très bon rapport de Operations
Evaluation Department servirait de base de discussion.

Marc L. BAZIN
Ministre de la
Planification et de la
Coopération Externe

Port-au-Prince
26 Septembre 2001
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Government Comments(A)
English Version

Ministry of Planning and Foreign Cooperation
Palais des Minist6res

Ms. Alice Galenson Port-au-Prince, September 24, 2001
OED [Originally received by fax on
World Bank September 3, 2001]
1818 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Madam:

Thank you for your letter of August 23 enclosing the draft report entitled: "Haiti
- Country Assistance Strategy." We note that the deadline for comments and
observations is September 21 and hope to be able to meet that deadline. However, given
the importance of the topic, and to insure against any possible last minute hold-up in the
transmission process, I hasten to give you our immediate reaction after a first reading of
this report.

The document is very good, and its chief merit lies in its very existence. After so
many months of indifference and recriminations on the part of the Bank towards Haiti,
many people were starting to wonder whether this meant a permanent break in our
relations. For purposes of reopening our dialogue and reestablishing cooperation, an
OED report certainly seems to be a good formula, and this document, covering as it does
a 15-year period, lends itself well to an in-depth discussion of a wide range of issues.
We find this very gratifying.

Overall, the report presents a very clear analysis of the situation, and while it may
sometimes be extremely severe towards Haiti, it is not always very pleased with the
Bank, thus reassuring us of its objectivity. However devastating they may be, the
conclusions reached regarding institutional instability, public sector inadequacies,
nonperforming projects and a poor return on aid are all very realistic. On the other hand,
and as is to be expected, we do not agree with certain other conclusions, such as those
regarding the minimalist strategy options of the post-conflict model type proposed for the
future. Also, we believe that although Haiti has been in a chronic situation of economic
recession and repeated political crises for the past 15 years, this does not mean that the
country is falling apart. The reforms undertaken in 1986 are still in place, and some of
them are now well established. We have not experienced civil war, or any mass
movements of the population that could be compared, even in the slightest degree, to the
massive flights of inhabitants from certain African countries.
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Another talking point would be your suggestion concerning shortcircuiting the
traditional intervention mechanisms. Such a formula, involving small social projects, is
certainly interesting, but to systematically implement it would be contrary to the report's
primary objective, namely good governance. Lastly, we are frankly very disturbed to
find no reference at all to any type of PRGF. This is something toward which we are
presently working, both as a natural means of reducing extreme poverty, but also as a
major test of our own capacity for redressing imbalances, ensuring a broad-based process
of participation, and relaunching the mechanisms that will increase the productivity of
strategic sectors.

I have distributed the report and the accompanying letter to the Minister of
Economy and Finance and the Governor of the Central Bank, requesting that they send
you their comments directly. A more detailed version of our own comments will follow
shortly. Meanwhile, we ask that you be kind enough to send us a copy of Nicholas
Stern's address of May 1, 2001, a copy of OED 17769 Volume V and of OED 10080 of
November 15, 1991. Once again, our congratulations.

With our thanks, we remain,

Very truly yours,

Is/
Marc L. Bazin
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Government Comments (B)
English Version

Republic of Haiti

Ministry of Planning and
External Cooperation

Palais des Minist&res

Ref.: MPCE/SM/BM

No. 5727 Port-au-Prince, September 26, 2001

Ms. Alice Galenson
OED
202-522-3124
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Ms. Galenson:

Further to my letter of September 3, 2001 I am pleased to enclose a more comprehensive
document containing our comments on the very sound report prepared by the Operations
Evaluation Department entitled: "Haiti - Country Assistance Evaluation." I have circulated it
fairly widely. The report has generated interest and several Ministers have forwarded their
comments to me. I regret the fact that the text of the interim response that you received was
unclear, and, as agreed during our recent discussions, I am sending this copy by regular mail and
by e-mail, with the hope that you receive them in proper form.

I would like to express our profound appreciation for this remarkable document.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]
Marc L. Bazin
Minister

[Ministry stamp]
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COMMENTS FOR DISCUSSION

Re: Haiti - Country Assistance Evaluation

Introduction

In a letter dated September 3, 2001, addressed to Ms. Galenson, I indicated how
important the document entitled "Haiti - Country Assistance Evaluation" was to the relationship
of Haiti with the Bank, and beyond the Bank, with the rest of the international community. The
document breaks almost two years of silence, hidden agendas, and complaints on both sides,
which culminated late last year with the decision of the Bank to close its country office in Haiti,
recall its resident representative, and maintain ties with Haiti only through short monthly visits
conducted by persons from its Santo Domingo office.

In our view, the report therefore signals renewed interest by the Bank in Haiti. Also,
because it is very broad in scope and covers not only economic matters but also social, political,
and sometimes even historical issues, and the conduct of the main national and international
actors has come under great scrutiny over the past fifteen years, the document has great potential
from an operational standpoint. It moves beyond the critical evaluation phase of the past and
outlines a number of short, medium, and long term action areas. The document is therefore
serious and thorough, and the authors were not daunted by its difficult and sensitive nature.
Furthermore, should there be the slightest doubt regarding the objective sought by the document
and its scope, despite the broad spectrum of topics covered and the in-depth nature of the
analysis, a cursory glance at the list of some of the persons outside the Bank who were consulted
should serve to dispel such doubt. That list contains the names of many persons who have
worked on Haiti and even in Haiti, and who have acquired a wealth of practical on site experience
related to our country's problems and have often shown sympathy and understanding towards
Haiti and its people. We also appreciate the fact that the Bank has taken the time - and the
trouble - to provide a good translation in French.

This document is therefore written with an open mind and without the slightest intention
of advancing arguments based on assumptions rather than on facts. We are not seeking a war of
words. On the contrary, we want our document to help the Bank extend and broaden its own
process of reflection, either by presenting facts in a different light, by providing new information,
or by raising questions that will encourage the Bank to clarify its position. In fact, this is why we
called our text "Comments for Discussion" rather than "Response to the Bank."

"Comments for Discussion" is divided into three parts:

In the first part, we provide an overview of the text of the Bank, taking the form of
comments that are grouped into two categories:

1. The points contained in the report with which we agree.
2. The points on which we would like to obtain clarification.

In the second part, we discuss three matters:

- The interpretation of the 1996 Country Assistance Strategy
- Is Haiti a decomposing state?
- Governance
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In the third part, we do a critical analysis of the conclusions and operational implications
of the report. We demonstrate that, from an operational standpoint, the report reflects a wait and
see attitude, an approach that is hardly in keeping with the stated mission and policy of the Bank
and is one that does not serve the interests of Haiti well, a country which, in order to remain
viable, must reduce poverty on an urgent basis, failing which it will face the specter of boat
people, AIDS, and drug trafficking. We will therefore propose an alternative approach and, by
way of conclusion, will call for the convening, in the near future, of a Consultative Group for
Haiti.

FIRST PART: AN OVERVIEW

We will discuss first:

A. The points with which we agree

In our view, the description of the political, economic, and social situation over the past
fifteen years is factually correct and is presented in a balanced manner, particularly the portrayal
of this period as one of poor performance and failure to meet agreements concluded with the
IMF. The track record with respect to loans, in terms of their capacity to produce lasting and
long-term effects, is indeed abysmal. The track record of the FAES is mixed, particularly in the
areas of decentralization and the participatory process. The job creation project has had little
institutional impact. The shortcoming of the 1987 ERC was the surprising absence of a social
dimension. Worse still, the haste with which the liberalization effort was undertaken resulted in a
decline in tax revenue, higher unemployment, and social tension, with no increase in productivity
or exports.

In terms of human resources, no rational individual can question the assessment of the
report regarding the dire conditions existing in the health and education sectors, despite the fact
that in the case of health, encouraging results were recorded, which are not adequately addressed
in the report (discussed later on).

The decline in agriculture is indisputable and Bank-financed projects have not managed
to slow, let alone stop, this decline.

The deterioration in the physical infrastructure and management deficiencies reached
critical levels in the case of roads, no doubt, but also in the case of electricity, water, telephone,
ports, and airports. The productivity of all these public services needs to be increased on an
urgent basis. Neither the IFC nor MIGA managed to achieve an increase in private investment.

In the case of the mobilization of resources and the coordination of aid, it is quite true
that the 1997 Consultative Group was a success; however, it is also true that there was a
continuing problem with aid coordination, particularly in terms of harmonization of the activities
of NGOs with government plans.

In order to complete the points with which we agree, it should be noted that even though
the brutally frank and realistic nature of the factual counterfactual of paragraph 3.6 is likely to
create concern and confusion in the mind of anyone who cares about international cooperation for
development, we cannot, unfortunately, dispute its accuracy. The reports states that
responsibilities are shared. That is true. However, can a world institution that possesses
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unlimited resources be placed on the same footing as an underdeveloped country such as Haiti,
which is among the poorest of the poor?

B. Points that warrant clarification

In this category, we would like to point out what seems to us to be:

i. An apparent contradiction
ii. Factual errors

i) An apparent contradiction

Paragraph 5.3 states: "While in some poorly performing countries, small amounts of
funding can be catalysts for renewed development, this is not the case in Haiti." Paragraph 5.4
states that: "The Bank could first tap its Post-Conflict Fund, which can provide grants of up to $2
million. Use of these resources might provide the means to reestablish a serious dialogue with
the government and work toward developing the necessary environment for resumption of
lending."

Either these statements contain a subtle point that escapes us, or the report contains a
contradiction on this very important point. In our view, the two assertions should be clarified and
harmonized.

ii) Factual errors

In terms of factual errors, we note:

(a) With regard to the statement made that "another 60-70,000 became refugees"
(para. 1.7) and that "many people have emigrated ... since 1994," we find nothing in any serious
publication to substantiate these claims.

(b) Also, we have noted (para. 2.10) that the report indicates that the situation in
Haiti is "relatively sound today," from a budgetary standpoint. Unfortunately, this is not exactly
correct.

(c) As far as the Bank of Nova Scotia is concerned (para. 2.26), it does not have the
same "extensive branch/affiliate network" in Haiti, which, according to the report, it has in the
rest of the Caribbean. In the year 2000, Scotia Bank occupied tenth position in terms of total
assets (2.72 percent) and eleventh position in terms of gross loans (2.65 percent of the total) and
does not have any branches in any of the provinces. If the IFC is supposed to continue to act on
assumption that the influence of Scotia can serve as a useful liaison in terms of its activities in
Haiti, then the scope of action of the IFC could, in practical terms, turn out to be narrower than
anticipated.

(d) Lastly, we would like to point out an oversight: the report fails to do justice to a
number of achievements of the Ministry of Public Health and Population, particularly the success
of the Essential Medication Program and the stabilization of HIV/AIDS infections (the national
rate fell from 5.8 percent to 4.6 percent).
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SECOND PART: A DISCUSSION OF THREE MATTERS

We will discuss them in ascending order of importance:

1. The interpretation of the 1996 Country Assistance Strategy
2. The assertion that Haiti is a decomposing country
3. Governance

1) The interpretation of the 1996 Country Assistance Strategy

Our interpretation of the 1996 CAS differs from that of the report in many respects. The
report states: "a formal Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) in 1996 returned to the overarching
objective of poverty alleviation (through safety nets and improved social services)..." (para. 2.3).

In fact, the Bank, like the majority of donors, did not extend loans to Haiti between 1991
and 1994. Between 1995 and 1999, the social commitment of the Bank was only US$25 million
per year on average, well below what we were led to expect, at least based on the conclusions of
the report entitled "The Challenges of Poverty."

In terms of economic growth, projected investment eligible for external aid financing
between 1997 and 2005 amounted to 9 percent of GDP, according to the Bank. For a country
with weak savings, which was just emerging from a period where 40 percent of its revenue had
been lost in three years and its infrastructure had deteriorated considerably, public investment
amounting to 9 percent of GDP could not provide a significant stimulus for growth. In fact, this
stimulus did not take place, and with good and bad years in terms of economic activity since
1995, 1991 levels have not yet been restored, the result being that for the past ten years, Haiti has
been forever trying to catch up.

The dialogue on poverty has not really taken place, except in the form of a Bank mission,
during which the emphasis was placed more on the scope of poverty rather than on ways to
alleviate it. Also, it is difficult to explain why in 1995 the Bank refrained from any commitment
taking the form of a loan, be it structural adjustment or sectoral adjustment, leaving the driver's
seat entirely to the International Monetary Fund.

Contrary to the assertion made in the report, the CAS has not "marked the return to the
overarching objective of poverty alleviation." In any case, we do not think that the Bank's
resources earmarked for the poverty reduction strategy in Haiti are clearly outlined in the
document itself or in the loan agreements and accompanying and follow-up documents.

2) Haiti: a decomposine state?'

Another matter that we would like to discuss with the Bank is the notion that Haiti is a
decomposing state.

The Larousse provides two definitions of decomposition: first, the breakdown of
something into its components, i.e. analysis, and second, the alteration of an organic substance,

' OED Note: The phrase "failed state," which appeared in an earlier version of the CAE, was translated as
"pays en d6composition." This phrase has been removed from the current version of the report.
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i.e. putrefaction. The context rules out the first definition, and the reality does not justify the
second.

Our comments revolve around two points:

1. Haiti is a country facing serious problems.
2. Haiti is not a decomposing State.

A. Haiti is facing serious problems

We will not discuss the political instability to which the report rightly devotes a great
deal of time, or the ups and downs of the democratization process, the most recent of which,
namely the May 21 elections, brought the country to a standstill.

In order to present a balanced perspective, we will add, in terms of negative factors, the
existence of major macroeconomic imbalances, considerable budget deficits, and very high
inflation, resulting in a monetary policy that has the net effect of pushing up interest rates to
insane levels, discouraging investment and job creation, reducing per capita income, and
exacerbating poverty. We also acknowledge that many key production sectors are inefficient,
uncompetitive, and provide services in an unreliable fashion and at a cost that is out of proportion
with quality, a situation that adversely affects investment, penalizes the consumer, and slows
growth while the population grows at the rate of 2 percent per year. The result is limited
employment opportunities for young people, leading to further polarization and division of the
society.

In terms of institutions, the members of the police force are young and inexperienced.
Physical safety is a problem. The security of transactions is not guaranteed. The judicial system
is inadequate and lacks resources. Attorneys and legal experts adapt to the deficiencies of the
system and contribute, against their better judgment, to worsening its defects. Many accountants
are falsifying balance sheets and banks have difficulty making sense of them. They are extending
few loans, and lending rates are high. Economic activity therefore fails to generate sufficient
profits to sustain the tax revenue system. The slightest rise in interest rates in the United States
leads to the massive flight of Haitian capital, which rarely returns. Many sectors are plagued with
corruption. Even school principals are issuing bogus certificates. This makes for a sad state of
affairs, and we are the first to admit that, a factor that should serve to lend credence to our
assertion that Haiti is not a decomposing State.

B. Haiti is not a decomposing State

Haiti is a homogenous society, from an ethnic and cultural standpoint. Despite our
divisions, we have not experienced civil war in 100 years. No group is rebelling against the State.
The country has a considerable amount of social capital. The Diaspora transfers approximately
US$400 million per year (official figure) to Haiti. Family ties are strong. There is freedom of the
press and a political multi-party system is permitted.

Foreign investment is not expropriated and is encouraged. Trade is open. There is no
country in Latin America and the Caribbean, with the exception perhaps of Chile and Panama,
that enjoys a trade system that is as liberal as Haiti's. Under the current tariff structure, the
average basic tariff is 5 percent, and, with respect to more than half of the 1,600 tariff positions,
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the rate is zero. It should be noted that far from deteriorating, liberalization of the trade system
has grown stronger over the past 15 years. The exchange rate system is perfectly flexible and the
rate of exchange of the gourde in relation to the dollar fluctuates freely, based on market
conditions.

Foreign debt is low. The outstanding amount is not more than 30 percent of GDP. Debt
service in relation to GDP is only 1 percent and, in relation to exports, 11 percent. The debt
burden, in terms of net present value, is only 13.7 percent of GDP, a factor which, if one were to
focus solely on debt criteria, would make Haiti ineligible for the Poverty Reduction and Growth
Facility and for access to the Highly Indebted Poor Countries mechanism. In other words, the
liberalization effort has taken place virtually without a decent level of external aid and, as
indicated earlier, Haiti has paid a very high price for its foray into globalization, given, in
particular, the inadequacy of human and physical resources, as reflected in particular in higher
unemployment, reduced purchasing power, greater inequalities, and lower per capita food
production.

Other statistical figures demonstrate that Haiti is not in a state of decomposition. These
figures are found, oddly enough, in Annex A, (page 35) of the report. In fact, the table shows that
during the 1997-2000 period, in terms of institutional quality, poverty, the financial sector, the
private sector sphere, the situation of women, and even fiscal and economic policy, there have
been very few cases of regression. Of course, the grades assigned are not always very high.
There are Bs and Cs. There are very, very few Ds. A few As have been assigned and even many
Is (Improvement). In particular, there has been marked improvement in reducing inflation,
increasing savings, and in the areas of infant mortality rates, literacy, access to health care, the
domestic credit/GDP ratio, the private investment/GDP ratio, actual GDP growth, and in terms of
the fertility rate.

In fact, when all the events that have taken place in Haiti are considered (civil wars, the
heavy debt servicing tied to Independence at a time when all production bases had been
destroyed, the introduction of a Constitution on average every five years, foreign occupation,
embargoes, frequent interruptions in foreign aid, volatile raw material prices, the negative impact
of the initial and hasty attempts at integration into the global economy, not to mention hurricanes,
cyclones, and floods which have destroyed plantations, decimated the human landscape, and
exterminated livestock on a regular basis), it is miraculous that the country has remained
standing, albeit unsteadily, but determined to get back on its feet fully.

3) Governance

If the most inattentive reader were asked to summarize the entire report in one word, it
would have to be governance. The word is ubiquitous; it is central to all the ideas expressed. In
short, the reasoning is quite simple: without governance there will be no assistance from the
World Bank. We do indeed agree. Governance is a necessity. However, we would like to ask
two questions:

What form should governance take?

2 We did not think that Table 2 on page 27 warranted discussion. Its major weakness lies in the fact that it
includes in the series the three years coveringl992-1994, which were not typical years, one of which alone
would be enough to skew the averages for the period.
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Within what timeframe should governance be achieved? What should be done in the
interim? Nothing? Is that viable?

1. Governance is a necessity; it is being demanded in all quarters. Parliaments are
calling for accountability. Unemployed young people are complaining about and condemning
corruption. Mayors and local elected officials are yearning for departmentalization,
deconcentration, and decentralization. Religious institutions and human rights organizations are
seeking justice. In the business sphere, people want rules to be applied across the board, without
any exceptions, as dictated by globalization and competitiveness. Everywhere, incompetent and
bloated bureaucracies are being called into question. The civil society, which is becoming
increasingly active, is demanding a place at the decision-making table. In addition, the concept of
participation has now become a collective instrument for taking charge of the decision-making
process with respect to major issues that are of national interest, given the fact that it now appears
on the long list of conditionalities of international financial institutions.

In addition, it is clear that in Haiti, as in other countries, governance, taking the form of
functional, participatory, transparent, and secure institutions, is a prerequisite for economic
development since good governance is the only way to guarantee the confidence of citizens in the
State, market efficiency, the security of transactions, and respect for the rules of a multi-party
system. Therefore in Haiti, as elsewhere, there is growing understanding, acceptance, and
approval of the call for governance.

2. Having said this, what form should governance take and within what timeframe
should it be achieved?

Contrary to what is stated in the report, the Government of Haiti and the international
community were not unresponsive to the need for reforms related to governance in 1994. A host
of initiatives aimed at institutional reform were implemented during that period, targeting: the
civil service, the justice system, the police force, the educational and tax systems, the health
system, the financial intermediation, trade, and pricing systems, Central Bank autonomy, and
prudential rules, not to mention the fact that elections were held repeatedly and institutions
serving as links for free and representative democracy were established. This is not the time or
place to provide an overview of these reform projects. However, the mere fact that the report
harks back, rather obsessively, to the topic of governance is enough to signal that these reform
projects were not, for the most part, successful.

Why were there so many failures? Are the conflicts of interest among social groups
greater than elsewhere? Is the inequality in terms of the influence of the actors on the demand
and supply side of the governance equation an intractable problem? Does the problem lie in the
organizational ability of actors to take collective action? What role should be assigned to the civil
society, regardless of the definition adopted of the concept and role of actors grouped in this
category? Who benefits from reforms, who loses, and how should those who incur losses be
compensated? Was the timing simply bad, was the groundwork insufficiently laid, or does the
Haitian failure demonstrate the limits of the "honeymoon theory?" Have these points been
examined?

The reason prompting examination of the causes for the failure of the reforms undertaken
thus far is that another failure, in today's context, would lead to a veritable interruption, this time
perhaps for a prolonged period, of Haitian cooperation with the international community. An
assessment should therefore be done, rather than embarking on a new round of reforms without
drawing lessons from the recent past, especially since the message of the report is clear:
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governance = cooperation and no governance = no cooperation. In our view, this immediate all
or nothing strategy is not a sound one. We will therefore do a critical analysis of it and propose
an alternative.

THIRD PART: THE OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT: A
CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

A. A critical analysis

The report notes that the international community has established three conditions for re-
engagement in Haiti: "a resolution to the political crisis, macroeconomic stability, and a
commitment by the government to undertake critical sectoral reforms." In the meantime, the
Bank should "approach any re-engagement in Haiti with extreme caution. The means of re-
engagement should be presented in a Transitional Support Strategy paper, with highest priority on
the reform of governance and institutions."

We are assuming, for ease of reasoning and, quite understandably, in the interest of Haiti,
that the first two conditions, namely resolution to the political crisis and macroeconomic stability
have been met. We reiterate our abiding belief that reforms are essential to growth. We agree
with the idea of a Transitional Support Strategy paper. What is important to us is not the duration
but the content of the document and what the report terms "highest priority." As far as the report
is concerned, the "highest" priority is governance.

As we all know, governance is a long-term process. Even with the best intentions, it is
known that when the process is started, no one knows when it will end. However, the poverty
situation in Haiti cannot go unattended any longer. Worse still, the more entrenched and deeply-
rooted poverty becomes, the more difficult it will be to implement reforms. We think that the
minimalist approach adopted by the report, which consists of stating that "we will give US$2
million and wait for reforms, the rationale being that if reforms are not implemented, the losses
will not be great," is inconsistent with the mission and stated policy of the World Bank and is not
in Haiti's interest, a country that must tackle poverty reduction immediately if it is to be viable,
failing which it will face the specter of boat people, AIDS, and drug trafficking.

The approach proposed in the report contains the seeds of its own failure. It seeks to
protect the Bank from a risk that is non-existent. At a time when President Bush is not hesitating
to recommend that the Bank provide grants rather than loans to countries that are truly poor, the
"extremely cautious" approach recommended by the report would be a dead end one for Haiti and
is pointless, since it is difficult to see what risks the Bank would be seeking to shield itself from
in Haiti. The amounts that are generally loaned to us are relatively low, in relation to both the
needs of Haiti and the resources of the Bank. Furthermore, the institution has the option of
suspending disbursements at any time. The strategy of providing small amounts for small
symbolic operations while the Bank crosses its arms and adopts a passive, wait and see approach
will merely prolong the current mistrust and dissatisfaction prevailing between the Bank and
Haiti. Such a situation would not be conducive to the sacrifices that reforms require.

B. An alternative Proposal

For this reason, we would like to suggest another approach, based on restored trust rather
than persistent skepticism. This approach would consist of dividing the relations between the
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Bank and Haiti into two parts. On the one hand, there would be social agenda and, on the other,
an economic agenda. The first, the social agenda, would be more urgent and would begin
immediately. The second, the economic agenda, would be spread over a longer period. Separate
conditionalities would apply to each agenda.

There are six reasons why we would like to make this distinction:

1. In Haiti, poverty is a very pressing problem. It has reached such a level that
it is spawning its own poverty. Hunger is leading to destruction of the
environment, which is decreasing the productivity of the land. Uncertainty
regarding the future and the lack of social protection are fostering
demographic growth, which is reducing per capita income.

2. A direct effort to address poverty is the fastest way to increase income since
the poor in Haiti, more so than elsewhere, are harshly affected by market
imperfections, particularly the lack of information, the lack of access to
social services, and to credit, because of physical deficiencies and
educational lags. As a result, they are unable to take full advantage of work
opportunities and to increase their productivity.

3. Because of weak economic and social structures, the tradition of political
instability, and uncertainty regarding the irreversible nature of policies, it
would be unrealistic to expect investment, particularly private investment,
which should normally stimulate growth, to take place in a timely manner
and in sufficient volume even after governance has been improved
substantially. In addition, in Haiti, there is an extremely close relationship
between the international financing of public investment expenditure and the
availability of private venture capital.

4. Consequently, any reform, no matter how costly, will not be sustainable from
a social standpoint as long as the gap between the success of reforms and the
increase in the level of fixed capital formation has not been bridged.
Otherwise, we will be faced with a vicious circle. No reforms, no
investment. Reforms that are not followed by investment will prove to be
unsustainable. Reforms will therefore fail to lead to growth.

5. The rate of economic growth that is required over the next ten years if we are
to achieve a significant reduction in the level of poverty taking into account
in particular a population growth rate of 2 percent per year is beyond our
reach, based on the expected level of national savings and the availability of
foreign savings.

6. Lastly, we think that Dollar (2000) is correct. Haiti is indeed "an extreme
case of a country caught in a vicious circle in which unemployment,
inequality, and poor education feed into lawlessness and violence, making it
difficult for the economy to grow and create jobs, thus perpetuating the
unemployment and inequality" (para. 1.9). However, and contrary to the
report, we think that if reforms are necessary or even essential, it would be
unrealistic to combine poverty alleviation with institutional reforms, and to
place them in the same category of conditionalities.
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A. THE SOCIAL AGENDA

The major and immediate objective of the social agenda would be to begin poverty
alleviation. This process would involve three components:

- The first would consist of implementing policies aimed at increasing employment and
revenue enhancement opportunities for the poor, in particular through the promotion of rural
development, a stimulus package targeting small and medium enterprises, the expansion of the
cooperative system, and micro-credits.

- The second component of the social agenda would focus on increasing the productive
capacity of the poor, in particular through expanded access to education, health services, drinking
water, and nutrition, in particular for at-risk groups, and efforts to combat AIDS.

- The third component would consist of providing greater protection to the poor, in
particular groups that are vulnerable to disease, low-income groups, and groups that are
vulnerable to natural disasters.

Each activity would be accompanied by quantifiable objectives extending to the year
2010, and a financing plan.

The structures for achieving objectives would be specific to the social agenda and would
not be subject to traditional intervention mechanisms. We are proposing the establishment of a
Poverty Reduction Fund, the mission of which would be broader in scope than the FAES. It
would be headed by an Administrative Council that would be composed of state representatives,
representatives of international financial institutions, NGOs, the civil society, and local
governments. The resources of the Fund would come from each member of the Council, and it
would meet at least twice per year. It would approve the program, the budget, would appoint the
Director General, and would consolidate, in a single category, all the operations that are currently
spread throughout the country and are conducted by many different actors who use different
procedures. The Poverty Reduction Fund could establish other funds, as the need arises,
particularly to cover decentralization, based on the objective and form of intervention at the local,
municipal, and departmental levels.

The fact that the poverty reduction effort must be considered a top priority and that, given
its urgency, it must be kept separate from the areas covered in the economic agenda, does not
mean, in an absolute sense, that the international assistance that would accompany this effort
would be free of all conditionalities. Not at all. To the contrary, conditionalities would be ad hoc
in nature and would be judged mainly on their ability to contribute directly to the success of
poverty alleviation efforts instead of needlessly obstructing them.

These conditionalities could include:

- The establishment of close links between external financing and the promotion of the
broadest participation possible of all sectors in efforts to achieve the social and economic
integration of the poor.

- The implementation of functional decentralization structures and the delegation of all
authority necessary to the actors in the field, based, to the greatest extent possible, on a bottom up
approach.
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- A substantial increase in the contribution of the State to education, health, and nutrition
expenditure.

- The convening of a National Summit and National Dialogue on a global poverty
reduction strategy.

B. THE ECONOMIC AGENDA

Poverty reduction increases growth merely by the fact that it increases the productive
capacity of the poor; conversely, poverty cannot be reduced in a sustainable manner without
economic growth, since the ratio of the increase in the revenue of the poor to growth is 1 to 1.
Without an increase in both public and private investment in physical infrastructure (ports, roads,
telecommunications, tourism, construction, agricultural development, inigation, electricity
production, promotion of private investment, export promotion), there will be no growth and
consequently no reduction in poverty in the long run.

According to the strategy that we are recommending, the economic agenda, considered
separate from the social agenda, would cover a longer period. The conditionalities of
international aid would therefore be better adapted to the real nature of the objectives sought.
Possible conditionalities include:

- Meeting the eligibility requirements for the funding anticipated under the Highly
Indebted Poor Countries Initiative and the Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility mechanism.

- Public sector reform, including the judiciary, police, public enterprises, methods of
management of public accounts, continued civil service reform, and reform of agrarian reform.

- Vigorous efforts to combat drug trafficking.

- Strengthening of measures aimed at expanding the tax base, improving recovery,
reducing the budget deficit, reducing inflation, eliminating arrears, and increasing net
international reserves.

- Working closely with the private sector (Chambers of Commerce and Industry in
particular) in the area of decision-making related to investment promotion, creating employment,
promoting exports, and attracting foreign direct investment.

- Ensuring an adequate level of technical assistance in all sectors.

The institutional framework will be a State governed by the rule of law, a State that plans
strategies, exercises controls, and is transparent, decentralized, competent, and effective, and
offers security.

Growth objectives will be expanded. In real terms, GDP will rise from an average of 2
percent per year in the 1997-2000 period to an average of 4 percent in the 2002-2005 period; that
is, double the rate of population growth, which should facilitate some improvement in per capita
income, provided that, we reiterate, there is a halt in the decline of the gourde in relation to the
dollar and the steep rise in prices is curbed.
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The financing for growth-related investment would come from both the funds disbursed
by the PRGF, public and private and national and foreign savings, and official foreign public aid.
National savings would rise from an average of 3.7 percent of the GDP in the 1997-2000 period
to an average of over 6.5 percent in the 2002-2005 period. Investment would also increase, rising
on average from 10.5 percent of the GDP for the 1997-2000 period to 14.5 percent for the 2002-
2005 period.

Although it is difficult, at this juncture, to anticipate the amount of resources that could
become available under the PRGF, we think that, assuming that the three conditions stipulated in
the report for a return to normal relations between Haiti and the international community have
been or are being met, foreign savings could not, based on a worst case scenario, fall below an
average of 8.2 percent per year of GDP for the 2002-2005 period, compared to an average of 6.8
percent per year for the 1997-2000 period, with the major portion of the increase in foreign
savings for the period coming essentially from foreign direct investment, which would rise from
an average of virtually 0.1 percent of GDP for the 1997-2000 period to 3 percent for the 2002-
2005 period.

CONCLUSION

By way of conclusion, we would like to suggest that the Bank convene, as soon as is
convenient, a meeting of the Consultative Group for Haiti. The very sound report of the
Operations Evaluation Department would serve as a basis for discussion.

Marc L. BAZIN
Minister of Planning
And External Cooperation

Port-au-Prince
September 26, 2001
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OED Response to Government Comments

OED appreciates the government's constructive and substantive comments on the
CAE. They were taken into account in the current version. The term "failed state," to
which the borrower took exception, was eliminated from the text: it was meant to convey
the inadequacy of Haiti's post-conflict classification and the deep-seated, historical roots
of the current instability. The government accurately pointed out that efforts were made
to reform institutions after 1994. The CAE acknowledges this effort, but notes that the
donors resumed traditional types of assistance at levels that the country could not absorb
effectively given governance and institutional constraints. The current text now includes
a suggestion that the Bank should carry out an Institutional and Governance Review to
help in the reform process. With respect to the table in Annex A, referred to by the
government (page 71), as is standard OED practice, this table has been removed from the
final version of the report. Finally, the CAE retains the suggestion that should lending
resume, it should be on a small scale. This is not intended to protect the Bank from
financial risk. Rather, it aims to avoid a repetition of the past unsatisfactory record.
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